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Abstract 
While the study of nonvocal acoustic signals–or sonations–is enjoying a 
resurgence, very little research has united the production and the function of these 
signals. This thesis examines both the mechanisms of production and function of the 
flight sonations produced by crested pigeons, Ocyphaps lophotes. Studying both 
mechanism and function is important because a signal’s function can be affected by its 
mode of production. I show that, as previously suggested, the crested pigeon’s 
nonvocal acoustic alarm is an inherently reliable “index” signal of flight performance 
that reliably signals escape from danger. This information about danger is used by 
conspecifics, and also by heterospecifics, although to a lesser extent. 
 After a brief introductory chapter, the thesis contains four data chapters, 
formatted as research papers, and a concluding chapter that summarises general 
conclusions and suggestions for future research. 
CHAPTER 2: The crested pigeon produces a whistle-like sound during any 
flapping flight, but most notably when taking off from the ground. Previous research 
showed that the sounds produced during routine take-offs varied predicably from those 
produced when fleeing, with the alarmed sounds having both a high amplitude and fast 
tempo. Using high-speed video recording, I showed that the production of each 
acoustic element of the alarm sonation is tied to a particular wing motion, with the 
upstroke producing the low note and the downstroke producing the high note. 
Furthermore, I used 3D-reconstruction of flight paths to show that the increased wing 
beat rate of escape flights produces both the rapid tempo of alarm sonations and the 
increased speed of escape. If these birds use fast tempo to distinguish alarms from 
routine wing sounds, this means that this alarm sonation is an inherently reliable signal 
of flight performance that acts as an index signal of danger. 
CHAPTER 3: All birds produce at least some sound during flapping flight, so I 
addressed the issue of whether the crested pigeon’s wing sound is indeed a signal 
rather than merely a non-selected cue of danger. Previous work showed that the 8th 
primary feather of the crested pigeon is unusually narrow, implying adaptation to 
produce the notes of their wing sound. I therefore used a feather-removal experiment 
to show that, unexpectedly, the 8th primary feather produces the high note but not the 
low note. Instead, the 9th primary feather produces the majority of the low note. I then 
used a playback experiment to show that the fleeing response of conspecifics to alarm 
sonations is dependent on the signaller’s possession of their 8th primary and its high 
note, but not the 9th primary and its low note. The 8th primary feather appears therefore 
to have been structurally modified to signal about danger. 
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CHAPTER 4: Crested pigeons produce wing sonations during all flapping flight, 
which raises the question of how these sounds could be used to signal alarm. Previous 
work found that sonations produced in alarmed flight were louder than routine flight. 
This high amplitude is necessary to prompt flight by listeners, but a playback 
experiment showed that amplified routine flight sounds did not prompt flight by 
listeners, so that amplitude itself was not sufficient alone to signal alarm. Given that the 
tempo of a crested pigeon wing sound is a reliable indicator of danger, I therefore used 
a playback experiment to test its role in warning conspecifics to flee. I found that, 
similarly to amplitude differences, although a fast overall tempo is necessary to prompt 
conspecifics to flee, it is not alone sufficient. This finding means that additional fine 
scale features are also required and I identify the duration of the low note and the 
amplitude of individual notes as potential candidates. 
CHAPTER 5: Although alarm calls are primarily used to warn kin or flock mates 
of danger, heterospecifics often use the information conveyed in these signals, whether 
the signaller intends it or not. I tested whether sympatric heterospecifics were able to 
eavesdrop on this alarm and whether they used the same acoustic features to identify 
alarms as conspecifics. I found that magpie larks, Grallina cyanoleuca, and Australian 
magpies, Cracticus tibicen, responded to the majority of alarms by either fleeing or 
increasing their vigilance. However, unlike crested pigeons, both species responded to 
high amplitude routine wing sounds as if they were alarmed sonations. These 
heterospecifics did use the information on danger in pigeon sonations, but used less a 
reliable feature than the pigeons themselves. 
As a whole this thesis advances our understanding of this newly discovered 
type of alarm signal. It establishes that it is indeed produced non-vocally and that it is 
constrained to be reliable. It also suggests this signal has evolved specifically for 
communication: the 8th primary feather shows evidence of adaptation, and is necessary 
for both signal production and function. This work confirms that heterospecifics, without 
non-vocal signals of their own, are able to utilise the sonations of other species, while 
also showing that they may attend to different features than conspecifics. Overall, this 
thesis lays the ground-work for future studies on this and similar systems, such as the 
consequences of a reliable alarm and the evolutionary origins of non-vocal alarm 
signalling. 
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Chapter 1 
 
General Introduction 
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Nonvocal acoustic signals are incredibly diverse in terms of their production, 
their function, and the variety of species that produce them. While most of the acoustic 
signals of birds are produced vocally, many are produced nonvocally by other 
structures, such as the sharp notes produced by the clubbed wings of male club-
winged manakins, Machaeropterus diliciosus; the humming sounds made by the 
flapping wings of the streamertail hummingbird, Trochilus polytmus; or the long 
distance drumming sound from the beaks of woodpeckers as they strike the trunks of 
trees (Stark, Dodenhoff, & Johnson, 1998; Bostwick & Prum, 2005; Clark, 2008). The 
term ‘sonation’ was coined to describe the nonvocal equivalent of phonation, the 
production of vocal acoustic signals (Bostwick & Prum, 2003).  
Darwin lent almost as much space to discussing the sonations of birds, which 
he described as instrumental music, as he did their vocal acoustic signals (Darwin, 
1871). But despite Darwin’s (1871) fondness for the nonvocal acoustic signals of birds, 
they have gone largely unstudied until recently. Even today the function of many of 
these sonations is either unknown or poorly explored (Darwin, 1871). Unlike vocal 
signals, whose methods of production are often distinct from their function, rendering 
them arbitrary, sonations are produced as a consequence of locomotion, and so they 
often directly inform others about that locomotion (Clark, 2009, in press). All 
movements, no matter how subtle, produce some amount of sound, and so can inform 
careful listeners even in the absence of any other cues. Once informed, listeners can 
respond to these sounds, facilitating selection and the evolution of a cue into a signal 
(Darwin 1871; Clark, in press). Furthermore, the structures that produce sonations are 
accessible to experimental manipulation, since they are often external (Clark, in press). 
Despite this accessibility, and the link between signal production and signal function, 
few studies of sonations have examined signal function, and so our understanding of 
how production constrains function is mostly theoretical. 
Perhaps the reason for the lack of research into sonation function is that the 
majority of sonations studied so far are sexually selected, and the function of sexually 
selected signals may be harder to investigate than those that are not sexually selected. 
Sexually selected signals, such as sexual advertisements or territorial signals, may be 
difficult to study partly because of the difficulty in interpreting signal response and 
partially due to difficulties in assessing signal meaning and reliability. For many 
sexually selected signals, response is indirect, and it can be difficult to develop clear 
predictions about how receivers should respond (Searcy, 1992). Also, since these 
signals are often part of a complex repertoire, potential mates and competitors often 
evaluate the signaller using multiple signals, cues, and modalities, and as such the 
impact of a single signal can be difficult to isolate and measure (Bradbury & 
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Vehrencamp, 2011). Many sexually selected signals presumably advertise male 
fitness, which has often proved difficult to define let alone quantify, and therefore 
predicting how a receiver should respond to a particular signal or signal variant can be 
difficult (Searcy, 1992). Another complication is the frequency of active deception which 
is common in many sexually selected systems (reviewed in Searcy & Nowicki, 2005; 
see also Dawkins & Krebs, 1978; Maynard Smith, 1979). While these limitations may 
make the study of sonation function more difficult, it is by no means impossible, and 
notable progress has been made (see Miller & Inouye, 1983; Freeman & Hare, 2015; 
Koch, Krakauer & Patricelli, 2015). However, research on the function of non-sexually 
selected sonations may be easier, and so a study system with a non-sexually selected 
sonation could be valuable for establishing a base understanding of sonation function. 
In this thesis I use the nonvocal acoustic alarm of the crested pigeon, Ocyphaps 
lophotes, as a model system to investigate the production and function of sonations. 
Alarm signalling systems are ideal for studying the links between signal production and 
function, because they provide clear predictions about how conspecifics should 
respond to signals and allow independent assessment of the information content of 
those signals through observation. Although previous research suggests that the wing 
sounds of crested pigeons occur in an alarm context, it is not yet known whether they 
are alarm signals rather than just a cue of danger (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). In the 
course of exploring the links between sonation production and function, I will also 
further investigate whether the crested pigeon’s sonation is an alarm signal. The 
crested pigeon’s wing sound alarm is ideal for these investigations because the basics 
of its function in warning conspecifics are established, while the mechanisms of 
production are not (Hingee & Magrath 2009). Broadly this thesis addresses several key 
questions about the crested pigeon’s wing sound alarm: if it is produced nonvocally, 
what motions and structures are responsible; what effect do those motions and 
structures have on its function; which acoustic features facilitate its function; and do 
heterospecific eavesdroppers differ from conspecifics in how they use these alarm 
sounds? For the remainder of this chapter I will introduce the concepts and background 
that underpin these questions, and outline the organisation of the thesis. 
 
Sonations 
Production 
While sonations are extremely diverse, especially in terms of the diversity of 
their production, they are united by their origins. All movements produce at least some 
sound, and so these movements give these sounds their acoustic properties (Clark, 
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2009, in press; Larsson, 2012). Since these movements and sounds reliably co-vary, 
that is they have a ‘one to one’ correspondence, these sounds can on their own inform 
listeners about the nature of these movements (Clark, 2009, in press; Larsson, 2012). 
If listeners are altering their behaviour as a result of these acoustic cues of motion, 
then these sounds are subject to natural selection (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011; 
Clark, in press). If listeners are using these cues to exploit the individual that produced 
them, then they may evolve to conceal the sounds. However, if the listener responds in 
a way that benefits the sound’s producer, then the signaller may evolve to emphasize 
these sounds. This process can transform cues of motion into acoustic signals (Clark, 
in press).  
Since the sound produced by any movement might evolve into a signal, there is 
a huge diversity in the structures and mechanisms that produce sonations (Bostwick, 
2006; Clark, in press). For example, male white-collared manakins, Manacus candei, 
produce their distinctive sonation, the ‘roll snap’, by striking their modified outer wing 
feathers rapidly over their backs. But to produce this sonation they strike their wings 
together on average seven times, with an interval of only 20ms between each strike. 
Male common snipes, Gallingo gallingo, produce the loud drumming of their display 
dives by airflow-induced flapping of the trailing vanes of their outer tail feathers, which 
they protrude during these rapid descents (Darwin, 1871; Van Casteren et al., 2010; 
Clark, Elias, & Prum, 2013). Male woodpeckers, Picidae, rapidly strike their beaks 
against tree trunks to produce their long-range nonvocal acoustic signal (Dodenhoff, 
Stark, & Johnson, 2001). 
 
Production constrains function 
The acoustic properties of a sonation are the result of the interplay between the 
acoustic structures and the motions that produce them (Clark, in press). The sound 
production capabilities of acoustic structures influence features like frequencies and 
amplitude, while the motions can determine the duration or cadence. But, acoustic 
structures are sometimes capable of producing multiple sounds under different 
conditions and so the motions can determine which of these is produced at a given 
time. However, these structures are incapable of producing any sound on their own, 
and so must be acted upon by motion to produce sound. Therefore, if a sonation is 
heard, the motion can often be inferred, even the absence of direct observation, and 
vice versa (Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Clark, in press).  
If motions themselves are informative, then by directly observing those motions 
or indirectly observing the sonations they produce, receivers can be sure of the signal’s 
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reliability (Clark, in press). Reliability is a measure of how often the production of a 
signal co-occurs with the context it is meant to represent. If a female is trying to 
determine the fitness of a male by watching them performing an energetically or 
developmentally costly movement, then they could instead simply listen for the sound 
to ensure it was performed. Similarly if the rate at which the action is performed is the 
indicator of male fitness, then the rate of the sound produced can stand in for direct 
observation of movement. Therefore, when motions inevitably produce sound, those 
sounds can reliably inform about the presence or properties of those motions (Hingee 
& Magrath, 2009; Clark, in press). The sounds produced by motions can be 
constrained to the point of being perfectly reliable, making them index signals, or 
constrained to a lesser extent, simply making them costly, if the link between motion 
and sound or the listener’s perception is imperfect. 
 
Alarm signalling and eavesdropping 
Function and Reliability 
Alarm signals are used by a huge diversity of species to mitigate the risk of 
predation to them or their kin. Alarm calls can be used to communicate with predators 
to dissuade predation attempts, with kin to warn of danger, or with kin and other 
sympatric individuals to coordinate antipredator response (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 
2011). In birds, mobbing alarm calls are given to perched or terrestrial predators, nest 
predators, and nest parasites to gather conspecifics or form mixed species groups to 
attack or deter the threat. Aerial alarms by comparison are given to fast moving 
predators and usually prompt conspecifics to flee immediately to cover. While mobbing 
alarms have features that allow them to travel long distances, aerial alarms often have 
features that make them difficult to detect or localise, such as low amplitude and high 
frequency (Marler, 1955). Aerial alarm callers either flee to safety, or maintain vigilance 
from a position of safety, whereas mobbing alarm callers often harass the threat in 
between bouts of calling (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011).  
Vocal alarm calls are known for their lack of reliability. Vocal alarms are cheap 
to produce, and only costly when predators are present, which means the costs of 
calling are low when predators are absent. In addition, the cost to receivers of 
responding to false alarms is small compared to the cost of failing to respond to a real 
threat, which can be fatal. The imbalanced dynamics of this cost structure likely 
account for the high levels of unreliable alarm calling, whether due to misidentification 
or active deception, across many species (Karakashian, Gyger, & Marler, 1988; 
Flower, 2011; Magrath et al., 2015a). Despite some evidence to the contrary, the 
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production of alarm calls, like most vocal signals, appears to be primarily voluntary 
(Owren, Rendal, & Ryan, 2009; Magrath et al., 2015a). Some species produce alarm 
calls when no predators are present in order to deceive, while others omit alarm calls 
when predators are present based on the composition of their audience (Karakashian, 
Gyger, & Marler, 1988; Flower, 2011). But while vocal alarms are unreliable, nonvocal 
sounds that warn of danger may be more reliable, especially if they are produced by 
the very anti-predator behaviours the signaller uses to defend itself (Hingee & Magrath, 
2009). 
 
Alarm sonations 
Recently a new type of acoustic alarm has been discovered, the nonvocal 
acoustic alarms of pigeons and doves. So far the wing sounds of three species have 
been associated with antipredator behaviour, both when produced and when 
conspecifics respond (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrerra, et al., 2011). 
Zenaida doves, Zenaida aurita, appear to produce wing sounds only when they are 
fleeing from a perceived threat. Crested pigeons and mourning doves, Zenaida 
macroura, by comparison produce wing sounds during any take-off from the ground, 
but the sounds produced when fleeing appear to be acoustically distinct to those 
produced during routine take-offs. While these acoustic differences have not been 
identified for mourning dove wing sounds (Coleman, 2008), crested pigeons’ fleeing 
sounds have both higher amplitude and faster tempo than their routine wing sounds 
(Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Most importantly though, playback experiments show that 
all three species respond to fleeing sounds produced by conspecifics with anti-predator 
behaviour, while showing little or no antipredator behaviour to routine variants if 
present. The fleeing sounds of all three species are hypothesized to act as alarm 
signals, since both signallers and receivers stand to benefit from coordinated 
antipredator behaviour.  
Unlike vocal alarms, which are arbitrary and often unreliable, alarm sonations 
may be innately reliable (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). If the motions that produce a 
sonation are tied to the bird’s antipredator response, it will be a reliable indicator of that 
antipredator response, and so a reliable indicator of danger (Hingee & Magrath, 2009; 
Clark, in press). Signals that are constrained to be reliable by their method of 
production are termed index signals, since they cannot be produced unless their 
message is reliable (Maynard Smith & Harper, 2003; Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). 
Reliability is an important factor in understanding animal communication, because 
selection will only act to maintain signalling systems when on average both the 
signaller and the receiver benefit from the communication (Searcy & Nowicki, 2005; 
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Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). While signallers can benefit even from deceptive 
signals, receivers only benefit if the signal is reliable, and so should cease to respond 
as signals become on average unreliable. 
 
Eavesdropping 
Alarm call eavesdropping on heterospecific signals is common across terrestrial 
vertebrates, even by species that are not social themselves and species that do not 
have alarm calls of their own (reviewed in Magrath et al., 2015a; see also Vitousek et 
al., 2007; Lea et al., 2008; Ito & Mori, 2010). While eavesdropping is the utilisation of a 
signal directed at another individual than the eavesdropper, interspecific eavesdropping 
is when the intercepted signal is produced by and intended for heterospecifics 
(Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). Eavesdropping on heterospecific alarm calls is an 
interesting example because its effect on the signaller is likely neutral or even 
beneficial (Kenward, 1978; Goodale, Kotagama, & Holberton, 2005). And furthermore, 
if the eavesdropper is at the same trophic level as the signaller, it may interpret the 
signal in the same way as the intended receivers and may even respond similarly 
(Murray & Magrath, 2015). For heterospecifics that are not competitors for resources, 
these signals may be less costly to receive than the equivalent signals from 
conspecifics (Seppänen et al., 2007; Goodale et al., 2010; Magrath et al., 2015a). 
While the signals of conspecifics are valuable, competing with conspecifics is costly, 
and so the net value of their signals can be reduce to below that of heterospecific 
signals, which have fewer costs due to the lack of competition. 
Interspecific eavesdroppers benefit from heterospecific alarm calls when they 
share predators with and are sympatric with the signalling species (Seppänen et al., 
2007; Magrath et al., 2015). Eavesdropping on heterospecific alarm calls requires 
some benefit to the eavesdropper from responding, and so the alarm call must refer at 
least sometimes to predators that are also a threat to the eavesdropper. The sharing of 
predators with sympatric species is therefore the best predictor of alarm call 
eavesdropping (Magrath et al., 2015a). Response to heterospecific alarms can come 
about via learning or through innate responses (reviewed in Magrath et al., 2015a; see 
also Haff & Magrath, 2012; Magrath et al., 2015b). Innate responses can be due to the 
similarity between the novel call and known calls; due to an innate response to novel 
signals or innately exciting signals; or the result of evolution of response by the 
eavesdropper (Seyfarth & Cheney, 2003; Davies et al., 2006; Fallow, Gardner, & 
Magrath, 2011; Fallow, Pitcher, & Magrath, 2013;). 
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While eavesdropping on heterospecific alarm calls has a host of benefits, rarely 
have studies explored the many potential challenges of eavesdropping (Murray & 
Magrath, 2015 included as Appendix 1 of the thesis). Eavesdroppers may be poorly 
suited to utilising heterospecific signals because they are poorly positioned, ill prepared 
for the signal, they lack species specific adaptations, or they are less familiar with the 
signal than conspecific receivers (Dooling, 2004, 2005; Brumm & Slabbekoorn, 2005; 
Wiley, 2006; Murray & Magrath, 2015). Even if individuals can learn to recognise 
heterospecific alarm calls, constraints on learning may lead to constraints on 
eavesdropping.  
 
Study species 
General biology 
Crested pigeons are medium-sized (150g-250g) granivorous birds found across 
most of Australia (Higgins & Davies, 1996). They usually forage in pairs or small flocks 
but form large flocks when food is locally abundant. They feed on the ground, and have 
flourished thanks to urbanisation and the increase in open grassed areas. Crested 
pigeons are vulnerable to both terrestrial and airborne predators, such as domestic 
dogs, Canis lupus familiaris, domestic cats, Felis catus, brown goshawks, Accipiter 
fasciatus, and other large birds of prey (Higgins & Davies, 1996). Their usual 
antipredator response is to flee to cover or a safe vantage point upon sighting potential 
predators. They have several vocal calls, including male display calls and nestling 
begging calls, but they lack any kind of vocal alarm (Higgins & Davies, 1996; Hingee & 
Magrath, 2009).  
 
Alarm sonation system 
Crested pigeons produce a distinctive whistle-like sound during any flapping 
flight. This sound is most noticeable when they take off from the ground. The wing 
sounds produced by fleeing have higher amplitude and faster overall tempo than those 
produced by routine take-offs (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Furthermore, playback 
experiments have shown that conspecifics usually flee in response to alarmed wing 
sounds, but do not flee in response to sounds produced during routine flight (Hingee & 
Magrath, 2009). The crested pigeon’s wing sounds contain three acoustic elements: 
two pure notes, the high note and the low note, and a broad frequency clap element 
(Hingee & Magrath, 2009). These acoustic elements form a cyclic pattern with a low 
note followed by a high note and short pauses between each note, while claps can be 
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present immediately after either note. While it is not yet known how these sounds are 
produced, they are hypothesised to be the result of flapping, since video recording 
suggests that the number of wing beats matches the number of acoustic element 
cycles, at least for routine take-offs (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). 
Despite this evidence, it has not been shown that the crested pigeon’s wings 
actually produce the sound, nor what parts of the wings are involved. Even if the take-
off sounds of crested pigeons are produced in coordination with their wingbeats, this 
does not mean that they are produced by the wings, or even that they are produced 
nonvocally at all. However, several pieces of evidence suggest that these sounds are 
produced nonvocally: they appear to be produced whenever the birds flap their wings 
(pers. obs.); the 8th primary feather is unusually thin, suggesting it may be modified for 
sound production (Hingee & Magrath, 2009); and pure notes, like the high and low 
notes, are common in the wing sounds of other species (reviewed in Bostwick & 
Prumm, 2003; Clark, in press).  
If the crested pigeon’s alarm is only produced by the flapping wings of fleeing 
birds, then it could be constrained to be a reliable indicator of danger (Hingee & 
Magrath, 2009). The acoustic differences between alarmed and routine flights, such as 
higher amplitude and faster overall tempo, may be the result of changes in wing-beat 
frequency or flapping effort. Furthermore, these changes in flight kinematics might be 
due to attempting to escape the predator; if so, these sounds would be a reliable 
indicator of attempting to flee (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). As discussed above, if 
conspecifics use the acoustic properties that are unique to fleeing to identify alarms, 
they could be index signals (Hingee & Magrath, 2009).  
If the crested pigeon’s fleeing take-off sounds reliably warn conspecifics of 
danger, they are also a valuable source of information about danger for any nearby 
heterospecifics. These wing sounds are easily audible from dozens of meters away 
(Hingee & Magrath 2009; pers. obs.), and so represent easily accessible information 
for any individual able to decode them. So far only two species have been shown to 
eavesdrop on nonvocal acoustic alarms. Northern cardinals, Cardinalis cardinalis, and 
house sparrows, Passer domesticus, both eavesdrop upon the alarmed wing sounds of 
the mourning dove (Coleman, 2008), but as yet we do not know if any species 
eavesdrop on the crested pigeon’s nonvocal alarm. 
 
Thesis outline 
The thesis is written as a series of draft manuscripts, formatted for publication. 
There is therefore some repetition in the introduction and methods in chapters 2 
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through 5. Chapter 6 summarises the overall conclusions before exploring potential 
future research directions that build from this thesis.  
The crested pigeon produces a whistle-like sound during any flapping flight, but 
most notably when taking off from the ground. Previous research showed that the 
sounds produced during routine take-offs varied predicably from those produced when 
fleeing, with the alarmed sounds having both a high amplitude and fast tempo (Hingee 
& Magrath, 2009). However, further work is needed to show wing motion relates to 
sound production and to establish whether differences in flight characteristics lead to 
differences in the acoustic properties. In Chapter 2, I use a combination of sound and 
high-speed video recording, to investigate whether each acoustic element of the alarm 
sonation is tied to a particular wing motion. I further test whether the flight kinematics of 
escaping from a predator lead to the acoustic properties that warn conspecifics to flee. 
This evidence is critical to determining how the wing sound is produced and whether it 
is an inherently reliable index signal of alarm. 
All birds produce at least some sound during flapping flight, so in Chapter 3 I 
address the issue of whether the crested pigeon’s wing sound is indeed a signal rather 
than merely a non-selected cue of danger. Adaptation in the sound producing 
structures is one line of evidence that can suggest that a nonvocal sound is a signal 
rather than a cue. Previous work showed that the crested pigeon’s 8th primary feather 
is unusually narrow, suggesting it may be adapted to produce the notes of their wing 
sound. I therefore used a feather-removal experiment to test whether the 8th primary 
feather is responsible for producing the two notes of the wing sound. I then used a 
playback experiment to test whether fleeing response of conspecifics to alarmed wing 
sounds is dependent on the signaller’s possession of their 8th primary. 
Crested pigeons produce wing sounds during all flapping flight, which raises the 
question of how these sounds could be used to signal alarm. Previous work found that 
sonations produced in alarmed flight were louder and had a faster tempo than those 
produced in routine flights (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). The high amplitude was shown to 
be necessary to prompt fleeing from listeners, but the playbacks also showed that it is 
not sufficient, as amplified routine flight sounds did not prompt flight by listeners. Given 
that fast tempo reliably indicates danger, in Chapter 4 I use a playback experiment to 
test its role in warning conspecifics to flee. I use playbacks of natural alarms and 
routine wing sounds that have their tempo artificially modified. 
Although alarm calls are primarily used to warn kin or flock mates of danger, 
heterospecifics often use the information conveyed in these signals, whether the 
signaller intends it or not (Magrath et al., 2015a). However, there is some evidence that 
heterospecific eavesdroppers are not as sophisticated at using these alarms as 
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conspecifics. In Chapter 5 I tested whether sympatric heterospecifics were able to 
eavesdrop on this alarm sonation and whether they used the same acoustic features to 
identify alarms as conspecifics, or whether they use a less reliable subset. I tested two 
sympatric heterospecifics: magpie larks, Grallina cyanoleuca, and Australian magpies, 
Cracticus tibicen. These species were chosen because they are both common, occupy 
similar open habitat, and feed on the ground. 
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An avian wing whistle acts as an alarm by reliably signalling flight 
performance
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Abstract 
 
Any stable communication system must on average benefit both the signaller and 
receiver, and signal reliability is often enforced by costs of production or use. However, 
individual signals are not always reliable: signals can be omitted, given mistakenly or 
used deceptively. Vocal alarm calls are notoriously unreliable, in part due to low costs 
for signallers, but other alarm types could be more reliable. Fleeing crested pigeons, 
Ocyphaps lophotes, produce wing sounds that acts as an alarm, and could be an 
“index signal”, whereby the message directly relates to the mode of production. We 
used high-speed audio-visual recording and 3-dimensional reconstruction of flight 
performance to test whether these wing sounds are an index signal. Specific wing 
movements coincided with specific sound types within the wing sound during take-off, 
indicating that the wings produce the sounds during flapping flight. Furthermore, flight 
reconstruction revealed that escape from a threat entailed increased flight 
performance, which resulted in acoustic properties that encode warning in the wing 
sound. Since pigeon alarms are produced as a consequence of escape, they are an 
acoustic index signal of flight performance, and so function as an alarm. The enforced 
reliability of this signal offers a model system with a different cost structure, reliability 
and evolutionary origin in which to explore acoustic alarm communication. 
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Introduction 
Signalling theory suggests that any stable communication system must on average 
benefit both the signaller and the receiver, which raises the question of what maintains 
at least some reliability while signalling (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). Signal 
reliability is often explained by costs, either of signal production, or imposed by 
intended receivers or unintended eavesdroppers, meaning that more costly signals are 
likely to be more reliable (Zahavi, 1975; Grafen, 1990a, b). For example female wolf 
spiders, Hygrolycosa rubrofasciata, reliably mate with males that have faster drumming 
rates, and the cost of production ensures that only good condition males can afford to 
drum rapidly (Kotiaho et al., 1996; Kotiaho, 2000). By contrast, in cases where the 
costs of signalling are low, unreliable signalling can be common (Searcy & Nowicki, 
2005). Signals can be unreliable because they are given by mistake, or because they 
are produced in order to deceive (Searcy & Nowicki, 2005).  Signal omission is another 
component of communication unreliability, and there may be little cost in withholding 
information. If signals become too unreliable receivers should ignore them, and the 
communication system will collapse (Maynard Smith & Harper, 2003).  
 Signal reliability might not depend on the costs of production if a signal’s 
meaning is intrinsically coupled to the way the signal is produced; such signals are 
called “index signals” (Maynard Smith & Harper, 2003; Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). 
For example, a physically small vocal tract cannot produce a sound with as low a 
resonant acoustic frequency as a larger one, so that minimum formant frequency of 
roars reliably signals physical size in red deer, Cervus elaphus (Clutton-Brock & Albon 
1979; Reby & McComb, 2003). Likewise, prey species can signal that they have 
detected a predator by staring directly at its location, which is only possible if they have 
localized the threat (Hurd & Enquist, 2005). Thus, the signal’s features – in this case 
the direction of gaze, which can be emphasized by colour patterns or other structures – 
is coupled to the knowledge of the predator’s location, regardless of any cost of 
signalling. While index signals appear similar to cues, and may have evolved from 
cues, they benefit both the signaller and receiver in part due to their reliability and as a 
result show evidence of adaptation (Searcy & Nowicki, 2005). 
Vocal alarm calls given by birds and mammals are often unreliable. Specifically, 
they can be omitted if a predator is present or given when there is no predator, either 
because the caller makes a mistake or engages in active deception. Mistakes can arise 
if a non-threatening stimulus is misidentified as the cue of a predator, which must 
happen at least occasionally because of the trade-offs individuals must make when 
dealing with imperfect information (Wiley, 1983; Beauchamp & Ruxton, 2007). Indeed, 
in some species or age classes the majority of alarm calls are given to non-threatening 
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stimuli (reviewed in Searcy & Nowicki, 2005; Caro, 2005; see also Gyger, Marler, & 
Pickert, 1987). Deception has also been documented in several species as a way to 
scatter competitors from resources such as food or mates (e.g. Munn, 1986; Møller, 
1988; Wheeler, 2009). For example, fork-tailed drongos Dicrurus adsimilis give 
deceptive alarm calls to trick heterospecifics into fleeing so that they can then steal 
abandoned food items (Flower, 2011). The persistence of alarm call unreliability in 
stable communication systems probably stems from an asymmetry of costs to the 
caller and listener (Searcy & Nowicki, 2005). Since vocal alarm calls are energetically 
cheap to produce, the primary cost for signallers comes from eavesdropping by 
predators, which means that false alarms given in the absence of predators are not 
costly. Furthermore, responding to alarm calls is relatively cheap, even when false, but 
failing to respond to a reliable alarm may be fatal. Therefore selection and learning 
favour responding to alarm calls, unless unreliable signallers can be identified and 
ignored (Blumstein, Verneyre, & Daniel, 2004). Together these effects result in 
unreliable alarm calls being commonplace, sometimes more common than reliable 
alarm calls. 
In contrast to vocal alarm calls, nonvocal acoustic alarms produced in bird flight 
could be reliable signals of alarm, impossible to silence, and might function as index 
signals (Hingee, & Magrath, 2009). All bird species produce sounds during flight 
(Kroeger, Grushka, & Helvey, 1972; Clark & Feo, 2008), and in some species 
exaggerated feather sounds can function as signals (Bostwick, 2006; Clark & Feo, 
2008). Wing sounds might provide information about locality and group cohesion 
(Johnston, 1960), but if these sounds conveyed information about flight performance 
they could also warn of danger. The wings of at least three pigeon species appear to 
produce distinct sounds when fleeing, that playbacks show prompt vigilance or fleeing 
from listeners (Coleman, 2008; Hingee, & Magrath, 2009; Barrera et al., 2011). If the 
act of fleeing produces these alarm sounds, then they could also be index signals of 
alarm (Hingee & Magrath, 2009), but it is not yet known whether flight determines the 
properties of these signals. 
In this study we tested whether the crested pigeon’s Ocyphaps lophotes wing 
sound is an index signal of alarm by determining how the signal is produced and 
whether it is related to flight performance. The crested pigeon produces a conspicuous 
and characteristic wing sound during flight, consisting of repeating patterns of three 
different acoustic elements: a low tone with a mean peak frequency of 1.3 kHz, a high 
tone of 2.9 kHz, and a broad-frequency clap (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Wing sounds 
are louder and have a faster tempo when fleeing from danger than when taking off in 
routine flight, and playback experiments show that alarm is signalled by wing sound 
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structure, which includes tempo, and not amplitude itself (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). 
First, we used audio and high-speed video recording to determine how wing motion is 
related to specific components of the wing sound, so addressing the mechanism of 
production of different sounds. Second, we used stereoscopic video to reconstruct 3D 
motion and calculate flapping rate and take-off speed as measures of flight 
performance during both routine and alarmed take-off. Finally, we tested how 
quantitative variation in flight performance affects wing sound tempo, linking the mode 
of signal production to the message about alarm.  
 
Methods 
Study site and species 
We studied crested pigeons in open parks in Canberra, Australia, where they 
are abundant. These pigeons are medium sized (150g-250g) granivorous birds that 
forage in pairs or flocks and are vulnerable to both terrestrial and airborne predators 
(Higgins & Davies, 1996). These birds flee to cover or a safe vantage point upon 
sighting predators or hearing the alarm wing sounds of conspecifics (Hingee & 
Magrath, 2009).  
 
Coordination of wing movement and sound 
We recorded audio and video of pigeon take-offs at three sites baited with 
wheat seed between July 2012 and April 2014. The sites were geographically distinct 
(0.9 – 4.5 km apart) and each had a large population, so minimising the risk of 
rerecording individuals. We recorded both routine and alarmed take-offs. Routine take-
offs were defined as those entailing a single bird departing from a flock alone, and 
alarmed take-offs as birds fleeing to cover after being prompted by a gliding model 
Accipiter hawk or a human rapidly approaching the feeder. The acoustic properties of 
the resulting routine and alarmed wing sounds are similar to those recorded by Hingee 
& Magrath (2009). 
We filmed these take-offs using one or two Optronis digital high-speed cameras 
(Optronis GmbH, Kehl, Germany) placed on tripods about 8 m from the feeding station. 
We recorded at 250 fps or 500 fps with an image size of 1280x1024 pixels to a laptop 
using the Optronis software Time Bench. We recorded sound using a Sennheiser 
ME67 microphone placed 1 m from the feeder and connected to the left channel of a 
Marantz PMD670 digital recorder which sampled wave files at 16 bits and 44.1 kHz. 
The right channel recorded the output of a custom-built synchronisation electronics 
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device that upon manual trigger simultaneously flashed an LED and played a tone (with 
time-course of 10 ms followed by a 1 ms pulse), allowing us to synchronize the audio 
and video recordings. 
We converted the videos to uncompressed .jpg image sequences and then 
determined frame-by-frame the x and y positions of the head and one of the wingtips 
with a custom-written Matlab R2014a (2014) program (© Jan Hemmi, Robert Parker, 
The Australian National University). We determined the full 360 degree angle of the 
wingtip relative to the head in 2D footage using the following formula: 
 
ܹ݅݊݃	ܣ݈݊݃݁ ൌ ݏ݅݃݊݁݀	ܽݎܿݐܽ݊݃݁݊ݐሺܹܻ݅݊݃ െ ܪܻ݁ܽ݀, ܹ݅݊݃ܺ െ ܪ݁ܽ݀ܺ		ሻ 	ൈ 180/ߨ 
 
We synchronised the audio and video recordings by matching video and sound 
time-stamps with the synchronization LED and tone, which allowed us to compare the 
timing of acoustic elements with wing movements. We used custom-written Matlab 
code to display video frames on the same synchronised absolute time scale as the 
waveform and spectrogram from the recorded audio. This program automatically 
synchronised the audio and video by aligning LED flashes with tones. Each 
synchronisation was checked by eye to the nearest 0.005 s and adjusted when 
necessary. We determined the timing of wing-generated sounds within the first 4 wing 
cycles at take-off along with the corresponding wing position in the cycle. The data 
include: 1) take-off type - prompted or routine; 2) sound element type - high, low or 
clap; 3) sound element onset time; 4) sound element offset time; 5) wing angle - 
degrees; and 6) wing direction - ascending or descending.  
Since the birds fled in different directions relative to the camera set-up, we 
converted all wing positions to percent of the wing sweep of the current wing beat 
cycle: with a wing sweep running from the maximum wing position above the body to 
the minimum below. This meant that regardless of whether the angle is from the 
upstroke or the down stroke it is expressed as 0% when the wing is at its highest 
position, 50% when at the midpoint and 100% when at the lowest position. 
 
3D reconstruction of flight performance 
We used a high-speed stereo camera set-up (two synchronized Optronis 
CR600x2) between January 2013 and April 2014 for 3D flight path reconstruction. 
Cameras were stereo-calibrated using the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab 
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(Jean-Yves Bouguet http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/), which is an 
implementation of direct linear transformation (DLT). This software allowed us to 
reconstruct the 3D path of a bird’s head from its x and y coordinates in the image 
series from the two cameras and to determine the speed of each birds take-off. We 
used a 12x8 checkboard 100mm black and white squares as our calibration pattern, 
which was filmed at several distances and orientations by both cameras. Cameras 
were spaced ~5m apart. 
To determine how fleeing affects alarm production we examined wing sound 
tempo (cycles per second, Hz) according to: (1) flight type - prompted or routine, (2) 
wing-beat rate (Hz) and (3) take-off speed 0.25s after beginning to raise wings (m/s). 
To determine tempo we used Raven 1.4 (Charif et al., 2010) to record the start time of 
each high and low tone (temporal grid of 5.8 ms with a 94.5 per cent overlap, a 
frequency grid resolution of 21.5 Hz with a discrete Fourier transform size of 2048 
samples and a Blackman window function). Tempo was then calculated from the mean 
interval for the first 6 tones (3 high, 3 low). Wing-beat rate was calculated from the 
mean time of the first 3 peak-to-peak wing-beat cycles and 3 trough-to-trough cycles. 
The speed of the bird was measured as the forward velocity for the centre top of each 
bird’s head. This forward velocity is the change position from one frame to the next 
using a nine wide moving average divided the time between those frames. 
 
Ethical Note 
The study was designed to minimise the disturbance of and stress to the birds. 
Any group of birds was presented with at most four model predators on any day (over a 
three hour period) and days of experiments were separated by a minimum of six days 
for each site. The rate of model predator exposure at a site was lower than rates of 
fleeing we observed at these sites over the course of our fieldwork. In addition, any lost 
foraging opportunities should be more than compensated by the food provided at 
feeders. The study was carried out under permits from the Australian National 
University Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee, Environment ACT, and the 
Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme. 
Statistical Methods 
 We tested how tempo and the two measures of flight performance differed 
between routine and alarmed take-offs using analysis of variance (ANOVA). We then 
used linear regression to test how wing-beat rate and take-off speed affect tempo, and 
conversely how take-off speed is affected by wing-beat rate and take-off type. We first 
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fit full models, including the three predictor terms and all interactions. We then used the 
step function to drop non-significant terms sequentially based on the change in 
deviance. All analyses were performed using R 3.1 (R Core Team, 2014). 
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Results 
Each acoustic element occurred only at a specific point during the wing-beat cycle, 
showing that each element was produced by a specific wing movement. It took an 
average of 78 ms to complete one wing beat cycle across all take-offs (range 69 – 90 
ms; Figure 1). The high tones were produced during the down-stroke, as the wings 
were about a third of the way through their descent (mean wing angle at onset ± SE = 
34 ± 4.4% of wing sweep; mean onset = 16 ± 2.2 ms from peak, and offset = 40 ± 2.1 
ms from peak; Figure 2). The low tones were produced during the up-stroke, just 
before the wings pass the midpoint of their ascent to the peak (mean wing angle at 
onset ± SE = 54 ± 6.6% of wing sweep; mean onset = 59 ± 2.2 ms from peak, and 
offset ± SE = 78 ± 3.1 ms from peak; Figure 2). 
The clap elements were produced either at the end of the up-stroke (mean wing 
angle ± SE = 2.8 ± 3.6% of wing sweep, mean onset ± SE = 74 ± 2.1 ms from peak, 
and offset ± SE = 82 ± 9.2 ms from peak) or the end of the down-stroke (mean wing 
angle ± SE = 100 ± 5.8% of wing sweep, mean onset ± SE = 40 ± 3.7 s from peak, and 
offset ± SE = 48 ± 16 ms from peak). In contrast to each of the tones, claps were not 
present in all wing-beat cycles (upstroke clap = 61% of cycles, downstroke clap = 26% 
of cycles). 
Birds that took off in alarm had a higher flight performance compared to those 
taking off in routine flight. Pigeons flapped their wings at a faster rate when taking off in 
alarm (alarmed mean ± SE = 13.43 ± 0.35 Hz; routine = 12.16 ± 0.58 Hz; Figure 3). 
Their speed 0.25s after take-off was also higher when alarmed (alarmed mean =11.23 
± 0.60 m/s2; routine = 9.26 ± 0.98 m/s2; Figure 3). Furthermore, wing-beat rate 
predicted this speed (t1 = 2.23, P = 0.04; r2 = 0.18; Figure 4), which suggests that faster 
flapping allows higher take-off speed. The remaining variance in this relationship is 
probably due to differences in take-off manoeuvres, such as the presence or absence 
of banked turns. 
Birds taking off in alarm produced wing sounds of a greater tempo, as a direct 
consequence of their greater flight performance. Alarmed take-off sounds have a faster 
tempo than routine take-off sounds (alarmed mean = 13.6 ± 0.33 Hz; routine = 12.2 ± 
0.54 Hz). Furthermore, wing sound tempo is strongly predicted by wing-beat rate (t1 = 
7.1, P = 0.0000025; r2 = 0.90; Figure 5), while take-off type did not affect wing sound 
tempo when controlling for wing-beat rate (t1 = -2.0, P = 0.059). 
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Discussion   
The wing sound of the crested pigeon is an index signal of flight performance and 
therefore of alarm. Each acoustic element is produced by a specific wing movement, 
which shows that the wings do produce their acoustically complex wing sound during 
flapping flight, as previously assumed. Furthermore, the birds use rapid wing beats to 
increase their speed when fleeing from a threat, but this rapidity also causes an 
increase in the tempo of the wing sound they produce. Since fast-tempo wing sounds 
signal alarm in this species (Hingee & Magrath, 2009), and are a consequence of 
escape flight, these wing sounds are acoustic index signals that by reliably signalling 
about flight performance act as alarms. As far as we are aware, this is the first study 
demonstrating an acoustic index signal of alarm. 
The analysis of synchronised high-speed video and audio recording of pigeon 
take-offs shows that the wings produce each acoustic element of their wing sounds 
during specific points of the wing-beat cycle. The high note was produced during the 
downstroke, the low note during the upstroke, and the clap only at the peak or trough of 
the wing beat cycle, the end points of each wing movement. The invariant association 
between wing movement and production of specific sounds implies that the wings 
produce all components of the wing sound. Furthermore, the 8th primary feather is very 
narrow, suggesting that it has evolved to produce this signal and that the wing sound is 
not simply a by-product of flight (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Indeed, tonal sounds in 
other species act as signals and are produced by air flowing over structurally modified 
primary or tail feathers during flight, causing them to vibrate (reviewed in Bostwick, 
2006; Clark, 2008). For instance, many species of hummingbird have modified tail 
feathers that produce tonal sounds during display dives (Clark & Feo, 2008; Clark, 
Elias, & Prum, 2011, 2013). In contrast to the tonal elements which occur during rapid 
wing movements, the clap is probably produced by contact between the feathers of 
each wing above and below the body. These claps are likely to be equivalent to the 
claps, snaps, pops and clicks of other species, which are thought to be produced by 
either wing to wing contact or by blocking airflow between the wings (review: Bostwick, 
2006). While claps were not present during every peak and trough of the wing beat 
cycle, this could be due to the wings not always meeting during each wing-stroke. 
One way that fleeing birds can escape predators is to travel more quickly. 
Faster speed during take-off requires more power, which could be achieved by 
adjusting the shape and orientation of the wings or trajectory, or by increasing flapping 
rate (Pennycuick, 1968; Norberg & Norberg, 1971; Howland, 1974). Maximising speed 
to escape predation probably requires each of these adjustments, and if so then 
increased flapping is a reliable indicator of a bird’s attempt to escape. This increased 
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flapping rate in turn increases the tempo of the wing sound, so that faster tempo is a 
reliable indicator of attempting to escape, making it an index signal of flight 
performance. 
Previous playback experiments show that birds respond to alarmed but not 
routine wing sounds by fleeing, indicating that acoustic features encode the message 
of danger (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Alarms have both higher amplitude and faster 
tempo compared to routine wing sounds, but acoustic structure - including tempo - is 
the key to alarm meaning (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). This makes functional sense 
because amplitude declines rapidly as a wing sound travels from its source, but tempo 
is unaffected by distance (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). Since acoustic structure is 
an outcome of escape flight, and is used as a signal of danger for listeners, it is an 
index signal that functions as an alarm. 
 The inherent reliability imposed by the constraint of fleeing predators contrasts 
with vocal alarm calls which are often unreliable (review: Searcy & Nowicki, 2005). 
Despite their inherent reliability when informing about flight performance, pigeons could 
still produce false alarms if they fled to non-threatening events that were misclassified 
as threats (Beauchamp & Ruxton, 2007). However, the high cost of fleeing implies a 
higher signal-detection threshold for response and therefore more reliable signals 
compared to low-cost calling (Koops, 2004; Searcy & Nowicki, 2005; Wiley, 2006). 
More broadly, higher costs are expected to increase signal reliability and discourage 
active deception (Andersson, 1994). Deception seems especially unlikley here since 
the high costs of fast flight are offset only when predators are present – since these 
birds would flee from predators even if they were not signalling – but are not offset if no 
predators are present. Furthermore, deceptive signalling aimed at securing a resource 
such as food seems unlikely to be profitable, in contrast to alarm calling. Not only is 
fleeing likely to be energetically costly, offsetting the potential benefits of deception, but 
the signalling bird leaves the area and so is unable to exploit the resource. In addition 
to reducing the production of false alarms, a wing sound cannot be silenced, again in 
contrast to alarm calls, so avoids reduced unreliability from omission (feather moult can 
affect wing sounds, and so may be an exception: Chapter 3). As such the reliability of 
this alarm signal is enforced by both an index component, related to flight performance 
and an inability to omit information, and a cost component associated with rapid flight. 
While the relationship between the mode of production and an alarm message 
is clear for wing sounds, it is also possible that there is some relationship between the 
production and message of vocal alarm calls. Calls used in similar contexts often have 
similar structure; for example, flee alarm calls tend to have a higher and narrower 
frequency range than mobbing calls (Marler, 1955; Morton, 1977; Rendall, Owren, & 
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Ryan, 2009). This similarity could be due to vocalisations being linked to the emotional 
state of the signaller, being designed to exploit the autonomic response of the 
receivers, or designed to affect audibility and localizability according to function (Marler, 
1955; Morton, 1977; Rendall, Owren, & Ryan, 2009; Stegmann, 2013). However, 
despite this broad pattern of acoustic similarity, there is a great deal of variation in 
alarm call structure among species, such as between species within the Meliphagoidea 
passerines of Australia, or between members of mixed-species flocks of Sri Lanka 
(reviewed in Magrath et al., 2015; and see Goodale & Kotagama, 2005; Fallow, 
Gardner, & Magrath, 2011; Wheatcroft & Price, 2013). This variation is sufficient that 
individuals usually do not respond to unfamiliar heterospecific alarm calls except if they 
are very acoustically similar to their own (reviewed in Magrath et al., 2015; Seyfarth, et 
al., 2010). This implies that the mode of production provides limited constraints on the 
structure of alarm calls across species. Vocal alarm calls are also less likely to be 
reliable because of their low cost of production, and the ability of individuals to remain 
silent (above). In summary, therefore, vocal alarm calls are much less reliable than the 
crested pigeon’s wing sound alarm, even if there is some predictability of structure 
according to context. 
Overall, we suggest that the wing sound alarms of the crested pigeon and other 
species (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrera, et al., 2011) provide the 
opportunity to study an evolutionarily independent and distinct signalling system from 
vocal alarm calling. The different mechanisms and costs of production lead to 
contrasting predictions about signal-detection thresholds and signal reliability. There 
are also the challenges of understanding the cost and benefits of an involuntary alarm 
signal. 
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 Figure 1. A single wing beat cycle from the take-off of a crested pigeon. Vertically 
aligned based upon time axis (ms) are: A) the current wing angle relative to the head 
expressed as a percentage from the above body peak; B) separate frames of high-
speed video aligned through their centre; C) the waveform of the sound that is 
produced during the take-off; and D) the spectrogram of the same sound. The y-axis of 
the waveform is on a linear scale.  
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Figure 2. The mean onset and mean offset of the high tone and the low tone 
expressed in polar coordinates as percent time of the wing beat cycle. Each cycle is 
measured over the course of one full wing beat (peak to peak) when the wings reach 
their highest point above the pigeon’s body. The black arrow shows the down stroke’s 
proportion of the wing-beat cycle and the white arrow shows the up stroke’s proportion 
of the wing-beat cycle. The mean duration of the downstroke is slightly longer than the 
upstroke’s mean duration (downstroke = 43 ms, upstroke = 35 ms). Error bars show 
95% confidence intervals around the mean of each tone’s onset and offset time.
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 Fig. 3. The effect of prompted and routine take-offs on flight performance and sound 
production variables and relationships between those variables. The difference 
between prompted and routine take-offs in: (A) the rate of wing flapping during take-off; 
(B) speed of flight after 0.25s of take-off; and (C) the tempo of the note cycle of the 
wing sound produced. Asterisks highlight significant differences between flight types (*: 
P < 0.05; ***: P < 0.001). The relationship between wing-beat tempo and (D) note cycle 
tempo or (E) take-off speed after 0.25s across all take-offs. Black lines represents the 
line of best fit for a linear regression of the two terms.  
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Abstract 
Nonvocal acoustic signals are common but until recently rarely studied. This is 
in part due the diversity and complexity of their production. But unlike many vocal 
signals, the structures and motions that produce nonvocal signals can tightly constrain 
their properties and in turn their function. For example, the nonvocal acoustic alarm of 
the crested pigeon, Ocyphaps lophotes, reliably warns allies of danger by translating 
the wing-beats of fleeing signallers into sound. While we know that the alarm’s low note 
and high note are produced during the upstroke and downstroke respectively, we do 
not know how or what produces them. The 8th primary feathers are very narrow and so 
are perhaps modified to produce the notes, but even if they do produce the notes, are 
these feathers or their notes necessary for the alarm to function? We used feather 
removal experiments to test whether the modified 8th primary feathers or their 
surrounding feathers produce the notes of the alarm. We found that the 8th primaries 
produced the high notes and the 9th primaries produced the low notes. Using a 
playback experiment we found that the 8th primaries and their high notes are necessary 
for warning allies to flee, but the 9th primaries and their low notes are not. This 
suggests that the modified 8th primary feathers have evolved specifically for sound 
production so as to reliably warn allies of danger, probably by emphasizing the 
temporal aspects of the signal. This is the first experimental demonstration that a 
feather is necessary for a signal to function through its effect on sound production 
alone. 
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Introduction 
Darwin invested almost as much space in discussing the nonvocal acoustic 
signals of birds as he did their vocal acoustic signals. Yet until recently nonvocal 
signals, termed sonations since they have evolved specifically for communication 
(Bostwick & Prumm, 2003), have received comparatively little research (Darwin 1871; 
google scholar ‘bird song’ = 708,000 hits, ‘bird nonvocal’ = 3,360 hits, retrieved 
15/07/2015), perhaps because of their simplicity compared to bird songs or the 
difficulty in identifying their methods of production (reviewed in Bostwick, 2006; see 
also Clark, Elias & Prum, 2011). Furthermore, showing that a nonvocal sound has 
evolved to be a signal can be difficult, and requires evidence of specialised morphology 
that produces the sound or evidence that it is produced voluntarily (Clark, in press). 
Such evidence can be hard to come by and often requires multiple lines of inquiry. For 
example, the specialised tail feathers of male common snipe, Gallingo gallingo, were 
shown to produce their ‘drumming’ sonation during display dives using a combination 
of careful observations of motion, examinations of morphology, and testing of structural 
and sound producing qualities of the feathers (Darwin, 1871; Van Casteren et al. 2010; 
Clark, Elias & Prum, 2013). 
Sonations are thought to have evolved to elaborate sounds that are produced 
as by-products of locomotion, which listeners use as informative cues (Clark, in press). 
Since all movements produce at least some sound, any informative sound produced by 
motion could in theory be selected upon to become a signal (Larsson, 2012; Clark, 
2014, in press). The structures and motions that produce a sonation together 
determine its acoustic properties, but the motions ultimately determine the presence 
and timing of any sounds (Clark, 2009; Clark, in press). Understanding the 
mechanisms of sonation production can also open up new avenues of research. For 
example, identifying the feathers that produce the ‘wing trill’ of male broad-tailed 
humming birds, Selasphorus platycercus, allowed the researchers to experimentally 
silence the ‘trill’ by gluing the tips of the 10th primaries (Miller & Inouye, 1983; Clark 
et.al. 2012). In doing so they tested the function of the ‘whistle’ and observed that non-
silenced neighbours encroached upon the territories of silenced birds, but ceased 
encroaching when the glue was removed (Miller & Inouye 1983). These examples 
suggest that any study of sonation function should consider consequences that the 
method of production has on that function. It should also be noted despite its common 
usage the term ‘whistle’ is a misnomer, since research has shown that similar sounds 
are produced by aeroelastic flutter, and more accurately called trills (Clark, Elias, & 
Prum, 2013). 
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The evolution of sonations from informative cues no doubt led to the diversity of 
nonvocal signals that Darwin discussed, including both the diversity of their methods of 
production and the information they transfer (Darwin, 1871). However, this diversity can 
make studying sonations difficult, since the mechanisms and motions that produce 
sonations can vary so much from one species to another. For example, many species 
of hummingbirds produce sonations during flight (Clark, Elias & Prum, 2013; Clark et 
al., 2013). However, while some hummingbirds produce these sounds with their 
primary flight feathers, others produce them with their tail feathers (Clark & Feo, 2008). 
Furthermore, while individual feathers can produce sounds alone, in some species 
neighbouring feathers modulate those sounds either through physical contact or by 
affecting air flow (Clark & Feo 2008; Bostwick et al., 2009; Clark, Feo & Prum 2011; 
Clark, 2014). Sonations may also occur in concert with vocal signals. For example, 
male white-collard manakin, Manacus candei, produce a multicomponent signal, in part 
vocally and in part by striking their wings together repeatedly over their back (Bostwick 
& Prum, 2003). These signals also occur incredibly quickly — they strike their wings 
together at a staggeringly fast rate, once every 20ms and up to 14 times in a single 
display — and so researchers had to combine sound and high speed video recording 
to understand how each component is produced (Bostwick & Prum 2003).  
Since Darwin’s time, research on sonations has focused almost exclusively on 
sexually selected signals, such as those used in mating displays or territoriality. In fact 
every example above has been of a sexually selected signal. But recently a new class 
of nonvocal acoustic signal has been discovered, the nonvocal acoustic alarm 
produced during fleeing (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrera et al., 
2011). Alarm signals are used to defend against predators by either discouraging 
predators or by communicating with conspecifics and other threatened species 
(Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). Allies can be rallied, to help deter the predator 
through coordinated mobbing, or repelled, reducing the chance of the group being 
detected (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). While vocal alarm calls are common across 
a wide range of mammals and birds (Reviewed in Caro, 2005; Zuberbühler, 2009; 
Magrath et al., 2015), nonvocal acoustic alarms have only been identified a few 
species of mammal (Randal, 2001), and several species of bird (Coleman, 2008; 
Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrera et al., 2011). So far only three species of dove have 
been suggested to produce wing sounds in an alarm context, the crested pigeon, 
Ocyphaps lophotes, the mourning dove, Zenaida macroura, and the zenaida dove, 
Zenaida aurita (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrera et al., 2011). 
Although each species appears to use the sounds to warn allies of danger it is not 
known whether these sounds are signals rather than simple cues. Of these the wing 
sounds the most is known about the crested pigeon’s, which appears to produce its 
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fast and loud alarm sounds by flapping quickly and warns conspecifics to flee even in 
the absence of any other cues of danger (Hingee & Magrath, 2009).  
While wing sounds are produced whenever crested pigeons take-off from the 
ground, it is only when fleeing from a perceived threat that these sounds function as 
alarms (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). The faster flapping that powers these bird’s high 
speeds, also increases the tempo of their wing sound (Chapter 2). Since these high 
tempo alarms are produced by fleeing, tempo is a reliable indicator of fleeing and also 
of danger. Conspecifics usually respond to alarmed wing sounds by fleeing, but not to 
those produced during routine take-offs (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Conspecifics are 
suspected of using structural elements, such as wing sound tempo, to distinguish 
alarmed and routine take-offs. Whether these alarms are produced voluntarily is still up 
for debate: while on one hand the birds must flee to produce the sound, on the other 
they must flee to escape predation, so they cannot be termed signals based upon 
voluntariness alone. While conspecific response is consistent with these alarmed wing 
sounds being signals, it is not clear that they are voluntary, so we must consider 
whether there is evidence of adaption in the structures that produce the sounds in 
order to determine if these wing sounds are alarm signals (Clark, in press). However, 
as yet we do not know the mechanism of production and are unsure which structures 
produce these sounds. 
The use of specialised morphology for sound production is one of the clearest 
indicators of a nonvocal sound being a sonation, but we do not know which structures 
produce the crested pigeon’s wing sounds. The wing sound consists of three separate 
acoustic elements, a high frequency note, a low frequency note, and a broad frequency 
clap, repeated in a cyclic fashion (high note ~ 2.9kHz, low note ~ 1.4kHz). Each 
acoustic element occurs at a specific time during the wing beat cycle: high notes occur 
during the downstroke, low notes occur during the upstroke, and claps occur as the 
wings collide during the peaks and troughs of the wingbeats (Chapter 2). The 
correlation between wingbeats and notes suggests that the primary feathers produce 
the notes, especially since similar tonal sounds are produced by the primary feathers of 
other species (Bostwick, 2006; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Clark, Elias & Prum, 2011). 
The 8th primary is suspected of producing the high and low notes since it is modified, it 
is half the width of surrounding primaries [8th = 5mm, 9th = 10mm], unlike related 
species (Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Magrath, unpublished data). However, the feathers 
surrounding the 8th primary could also contribute to note production, either directly or 
through modulation of the sounds their neighbours (Clark & Feo, 2008; Bostwick, 2009; 
Clark, 2014). Also, since it is possible that the wing-beats and the notes simply co-
occur, we must test that these feathers are necessary to produce the notes. 
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Even if we identify the structures that produce these high and low notes, we still 
need to test that these feathers and notes are necessary for the wing sounds to warn 
allies of danger. Any of the notes could be redundant, as conspecifics may be able to 
identify alarms using one or neither. To show that the 8th or surrounding primary 
feathers are specialised to communicate, we must show that they, and the acoustic 
elements they produce, are necessary and sufficient to prompt conspecifics to flee. 
While the experiments on broad-tailed hummingbirds silenced the wing sounds (Miller 
& Inouye, 1983), the reduction in territory size they detected may have been due to 
non-acoustic features such as flight performance, rather than the sonation itself, though 
they did try to control for this by gluing adjacent feathers. As yet, no study has tested 
the role of acoustic structures on the function of a sonation when isolated from other 
potential cues, for example by using acoustic playbacks in conjunction with 
experimental silencing. 
We tested whether the primary feathers of the crested pigeon produce the 
notes of its wing-whistle by experimentally removing individual pairs of feathers, then 
comparing the take-off sounds of experimentally modified birds to birds that have all 
their feathers. To test whether these feathers and the sounds they produce are 
necessary to communicate about danger we performed a playback experiment from 
the take-offs of birds with missing pairs of primary feathers. We then played these 
sounds back to conspecifics in a natural setting and recorded their response. 
 
Methods 
Study site and species 
We studied crested pigeons in open parks and backyards in Canberra, 
Australia, where they are abundant. Crested pigeons are medium sized (150g-250g) 
granivorous birds that usually forage in pairs or small flocks, but will form larger flocks 
when a food source is locally abundant (Higgins & Davies, 1996). They are vulnerable 
to both terrestrial and airborne predators. 
 
Testing the role of feathers in note production 
 
We used a feather removal experiment to test the role that specific flight 
feathers have in producing the notes of the crested pigeon’s wing sound. We removed 
individual pairs of primary feathers (both 7th, both 8th, or both 9th primaries) then 
recorded the sounds of their take-offs. We removed the same feather from each wing 
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since presumably both wings contribute to the sounds. We tested the 8th primary, since 
it was already suspected of producing the notes and the two feathers that surround it, 
the 7th and 9th primaries, since these feathers may modulate the sounds of the 
neighbouring 8th primary. As a control we compared the recordings of these three 
feather removal treatments to birds which underwent the same trapping and banding 
procedure (see below) but did not have any feathers removed. We performed 15 
replicates of each treatment and control to ensure adequate statistical power, while 
minimising the disturbance to the birds.  
 
To prepare the birds for the experimental treatments, we first trapped and 
banded them before checking their moult to determine their eligibility for the treatments. 
We captured birds at three geographically distinct locations (5.4 to 23.7 km apart) 
around Canberra, between March 2013 and January 2014. Birds were captured in soft 
mesh cages and then banded for identification. Birds were eligible for an experimental 
treatment only if they were not missing any of the treatment feathers, had one or fewer 
missing feathers on each wing, had not previously been captured, and were not 
juveniles.  
 
For those birds selected for experimental treatments, we removed the 
appropriate pair of feathers for the randomly assigned treatment and recorded the take-
off sounds of the birds as we released them. We trimmed the treatment feather’s rachis 
just below the start of the vane for both wings for each bird that was a part of a feather 
removal treatment. At each site we selected a release area that was open and from 
which birds fled in a reasonably predictable direction. Once each bird was ready, we 
carried it to the release location, placed the bird with its feet on the ground, waited 
several seconds, and then released it. We recorded the sound of the released bird with 
a Sennheiser ME67 microphone at ~1m, which recorded to a Marantz PMD670 digital 
recorder that sampled wave files at 16 bits and 44.1 kHz. While the majority of birds 
immediately took off into flight, several birds ran a short distance before taking off. In 
such a case the bird was tracked with the microphone, though they often did outpace 
the microphone. 
 
For each experimental recording, we measured the acoustic properties of the 
first four element cycles of the wing whistle using Raven 1.4 (Charif et al., 2010) using 
a temporal grid resolution of 5.8 ms with a 94.5 per cent overlap, a frequency grid 
resolution of 21.5 Hz with a discrete Fourier transform size of 1024 samples, and a 
Blackman window function. We chose to measure the first four note cycles based on 
previous work on this system (Hingee & Magrath 2009; Chapter 3). To quantify 
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presence or absence of the notes we used complementary acoustic measures: the 
absolute amplitude of each note, the relative amplitude of the two notes, and the 
tonality of each note. For measuring the absolute amplitude of the notes we filtered out 
any sounds outside of 1.1-1.6 kHz or 2.7-3.2 kHz frequency ranges to ensure we were 
measuring only the average amplitude of the notes of interest. We included the relative 
amplitude of the two notes since absolute amplitude can vary due to differences in 
recording distance or background sounds, and may not be a reliable measure of 
acoustic properties at the source of the sound. Relative amplitude was measured as 
the absolute amplitude of the high note minus the absolute amplitude of the low note. 
The tonality of the note is a measure of how focused or dispersed the note is across 
the frequency spectrum, as such a lower tonality indicates that the note is more 
dispersed or there is only background sound. Average tonality was measured across 
the full frequency range of the recording, as the inverse of average entropy in Raven 
1.4 (Charif et al., 2010). For all measurements, if the note was clearly present, we 
measured from the start of the note until its end. If it was not clearly present but other 
elements were, we used the other elements as a guide to measure a 20ms slice in the 
note’s predicted location (high note 25-50% of cycle, low note 80-100% of cycle; see 
Chapter 3). Measurements shared the same temporal selection window for each note 
but differed in their frequency ranges due to the filtering. For analysis we took the mean 
across the first four high notes and the first four low notes separately, for each variable. 
 
Playback of modified feather take-offs 
To understand the importance of each feather in communicating about danger, 
we carried out a playback experiment using the recordings from the feather removal 
experiment. Since we found that the 8th primary affects the high note and 9th primary 
affects the low note, we examined what effect their absence has on pigeons 
responding to playbacks. Since our main aim was to identify which feather or feathers 
communicate about danger, the critical comparison was between two treatments: the 
8th primary absent and the 9th primary absent (Figure 1). However, we placed this 
comparison in context by also comparing these treatments against three controls. For 
our first control we played back the recordings of control birds (those not missing any 
treatment feathers; Figure 1). Our positive control was an alarmed wing sound 
prompted by a model hawk, and our negative control was a natural routine wing sound, 
recorded from birds that were not missing any treatment feathers. Our positive and 
negative controls were obtained from recordings taken during previous experiments 
and during the 2011-2012 field season (Hingee & Magrath, 2009), while our two 
treatments and final control were from recordings obtained when releasing birds during 
the feather removal experiment. We selected recordings for our two treatments and 
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final control that had a high signal to noise ratio, a lack of distinct overlapping 
background sounds, and a high-tempo. Since it is not clear whether or not birds were 
necessarily fleeing upon release, we used a minimum tempo of 13.3 Hz as a cut off, 
since high tempo is necessary to prompt fleeing and no routine take-offs have ever 
been recorded that match or exceed this value (Hingee & Magrath 2009; Chapter 2). 
Since we had to reduce the number of exemplars (8th trim: N = 8; 9th trim: N = 7; No 
trim: N = 6), but the results were not significantly different even when using the 
exemplar as a random term. Playbacks were created following the basic procedure 
outlined by Hingee & Magrath (2009); sound files were trimmed, fade-ins and fade-outs 
were added, and the amplitude was adjusted. These adjustments were made using 
Audacity (1.3.13 beta 1999-2011) and Raven 1.4 (Charif et al., 2010). The amplitude of 
the first 0.5s of all playbacks except the negative control were adjusted to match the 
mean of alarmed wing-whistles 67.6dB at 5m. While the first 0.5s of the negative 
control (the routine wing sound), was adjusted to the mean amplitude of routine 
whistles, 62.2dB at 5m. 
We carried out playbacks to 15 groups of crested pigeons from February to 
August 2014, in parks and open areas beside roads around Canberra. We used a 
vehicle as a hide and drove it obliquely towards the focal bird and stopped at a 
distance of 5 - 7 m (mean = 5.6). The playback equipment — consisting of an Edirol R-
09 HR digital playback and recording device, two Peerless speakers (one mid-range 
830881, and one tweeter 810921 connected with a cross over driver) in a custom built 
speaker box, and cabling — was stored in the vehicle, with the speaker mounted on 
the passenger windowsill (height 0.95m) and angled towards the focal bird. The area 
was observed for 1 minute to ensure there were no heterospecifics within 10m, and no 
predators or other vehicles nearby. We avoided habituation by playing back at most 
two alarm take-offs per group on any day, and each playback was separated by at 
least 5 minutes of undisturbed foraging. We used the social group as the unit of 
experimentation and analysis. The closest bird to the speaker was the one scored, 
even when multiple birds responded to a playback. We identified focal groups based 
upon their spatial location. 
While fleeing to cover is the normal response to alarmed wing sounds, pigeons 
sometimes respond by startling or with vigilance. We therefore scored the response of 
the focal bird to playback as: (A) fleeing, flying to cover or a vantage point; (B) startling, 
taking off and landing on the ground; (C) vigilance, raising head and scanning; or (D) 
no response. We collapsed these categories to binary response variables for analysis. 
These were Flee (fleeing versus not fleeing) and Flying (flee or startle versus vigilance 
or none). Startling is suggestive of the playback of an intermediate threat, and appears 
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to capture the decision to flee but then revaluate and cease fleeing once more 
information is available. 
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Ethical Note 
We designed the feather modification experiment to minimise the amount and 
duration of stress on the birds. The removal of a single pair of feathers probably has 
little impact on flight since these birds moult each flight feather every year (Frith, 1982). 
Our soft mesh traps were designed to prevent the birds from injuring themselves. We 
also kept the duration of captivity and handling to a minimum. The wheat seed we 
provided should alleviate the lost foraging opportunities during capture and handling. 
Birds were often quick to return to feeding even after alarm playbacks. Our protocols 
were approved by the Australian National University Ethics Committee, and carried out 
with permits from Environment ACT and the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme. 
 
Statistical analyses 
We tested the effect of experimental feather removal on the amplitude and 
tonality of the high and low notes of the take-off whistle. As discussed, analyses were 
performed on the mean of the first four notes of each type from each take-off for each 
of the three acoustic measurements. We used linear regressions to compare the 
tonality and absolute amplitude for both the high note and the low note separately, and 
for the relative amplitude of the notes together (low note – high note). We compared 
the effects of each of the three treatments — 8th primary removed, 9th primary removed, 
and 7th primary removed — to the no removal control. All analyses were performed 
using R 3.1 (R Core Team, 2014) using the lm function. 
 
We tested the role of the 8th and the 9th primaries in communicating to 
conspecifics about danger using generalised linear mixed model (GLMM). We built two 
models, one to test fleeing response, whether or not the birds fled to cover in response 
to the playback, and the other to test flying response, whether they took off from the 
ground at all. We modelled the binomial probability in each case using a logit link 
function, and the sample size was from the full experiment (n = 75). In each case our 
model consisted of the response variable and had treatment as the predictor term and 
focal group as the random term. We used our positive control, the alarmed take-off, as 
the intercept so we could test for significant differences from a normal alarm response. 
We used the glmer function from the package lme4 1.1-7 (Bates et al. 2014) in R 3.1.1 
(R Core Team, 2014). We also tested exemplar as a random term, but did not find any 
difference in our results. We present model predicted means with standard errors for all 
of our results. 
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Results 
Feathers role in note production 
The 8th primary produced the high note, but not the low note. Removal of the 8th 
primary caused a decline in the relative amplitude (t1 = -2.5, P = 0.017; Table 1; Figure 
2), tonality (t1 = 2.06, P = 0.044; Table 1; Figure 3b), and the absolute amplitude (t1 = -
4.7, P = 0.000014; Table 1; Figure 4b) of the high note relative to controls. By contrast, 
an absent 8th primary caused no change in the tonality of the low note (t1 = 0.23, P = 
0.82; Table 1; Figure 3a) or its absolute amplitude (t1 = -2.0, P = 0.051; Table 1; Figure 
4a). This shows that the 8th primary is necessary to produce the high note, but not the 
low note.  
By contrast the 9th primary produced the low note, but hindered production of 
the high note. Removal of the 9th primary caused a decline in the relative amplitude (t1 
= -3.6, P = 0.0007; Table 1; Figure 2), tonality (t1 = 3.2, P = 0.0023; Table 1; Figure 3a), 
and the absolute amplitude (t1 = -3.7, P = 0.00041; Table 1; Figure 4a) of the low note 
relative to controls. By contrast, removal of the 9th primary had no effect on the tonality 
(t1 = 2.7, P = 0.13; Table 1; Figure 3b) or absolute amplitude (t1 = -0.31, P = 0.75; 
Table 1; Figure 4b) of the high note. This shows that the 9th primary is necessary to 
produce the low note, but not the high note. 
The 7th primary appears to have modulated the production of both notes, but in 
different ways. Experimental removal of the 7th primary made the low note more 
focused, increasing its tonality (t1 = -2.7, P = 0.0088; Table 1; Figure 3a), but not its 
absolute amplitude (t1 = -0.92, P = 0.36; Table 1). Also its removal decreased the 
absolute amplitude of the high note (t1 = -2.6, P = 0.013; Table 1), but had no effect on 
its tonality (t1 = -0.85, P = 0.40; Table 1). This suggests that the 7th primary modulates 
the production of both notes in subtle ways, perhaps by altering the airflow available to 
both the 8th and 9th primaries.  
 
Feathers & notes roles in communicating about danger 
The playback experiment shows that birds responded differentially to wing-
whistle alarms depending on which pair of primary feathers were missing. Birds usually 
flew (fled or startled) in response to all playbacks except the routine treatment (Figure 
4; Table 2). However, conspecifics were significantly less likely to flee when the 8th 
primary was absent (z1 = -2.2, P = 0.026; Figure 4 dark) than when the 9th primary was 
absent. In fact, conspecifics were just as likely to flee to playbacks when the 9th primary 
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was absent as to natural alarms (z1 = 0.0, P = 1.0; Figure 4). This suggests the 8th 
primary is crucial for prompting fleeing, but the 9th primary is not. 
 
Discussion 
The crested pigeon’s highly modified 8th primary feather and the high note it 
produces are necessary for communicating about danger, while the 9th primary is not. 
This finding suggests that the 8th primary has evolved to communicate about danger. 
The results of the feather removal experiment show that the 8th primary produces the 
high note and the 9th primary produces the low note of the wing sounds. Both the 
tonality and relative amplitude of the high note decline when the 8th primary is removed, 
while the removal of the 9th primary reduces the tonality and relative amplitude of the 
low note. By comparison removal of the 7th primary appears to modulate production of 
both notes, perhaps by impeding airflow across the wings, as its removal increased the 
tonality of the low note and decreased the amplitude of the high note. As well as being 
necessary to produce the high note, our results suggest that the 8th primary is 
necessary to prompt conspecifics to flee, as conspecifics were significantly less likely 
to flee to playbacks when the 8th primary had been removed. Removal of the 9th 
primary by comparison had no effect on rates of fleeing, suggesting that it is not 
necessary for alarm communication. 
Our results provide strong evidence that the alarmed wing sound of the crested 
pigeon is an alarm sonation since the 8th primary is modified and necessary for both 
sound production and signal function. The 8th primary is morphologically unusual 
amongst the crested pigeon’s flight feathers, which is suggestive of adaptation (Hingee 
& Magrath, 2009). While narrow feather width and wingtips sometimes affect flight 
performance, they generally lower flight power especially during take-off (Swaddle & 
Lockwood 2003). Therefore, the adaptation of the 8th primary is best explained by 
selection acting on its capacity to produce sound, rather than its ability to produce 
thrust. Furthermore, we showed that the 8th primary is crucial for signalling about 
danger to conspecifics. Since alarm call communication can benefit signallers, 
receivers, and kin (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2001), and since the 8th primary is crucial 
for this communication, we suggest that the 8th primary has evolved for the purpose of 
warning conspecifics of danger. The 8th primary is therefore an instrument for 
communicating with conspecifics about danger, and the fleeing wing sounds it helps to 
produce are alarm sonations. 
We suggest that the 8th primary and its high note have evolved specifically to 
emphasize the temporal aspects of the wing sounds, allowing crested pigeons to 
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distinguish inherently reliable alarms from routine wing sounds. Previous research 
shows that structural components of the wing sounds, such as high tempo, are 
necessary to prompt conspecifics to flee (Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Chapter 2 & 4). But 
the mean variation in tempo between an alarmed and a routine wing sound is small, 
about 10.5%, therefore we might expect differences in tempo to be difficult to detect, 
despite bird’s generally excellent temporal resolution (Dooling et al., 2002; Hingee & 
Magrath, 2009). We suggest that an alternating pattern of notes with distinct 
frequencies would emphasize the temporal properties of an acoustic signal, especially 
as compared to a pattern of notes with a single frequency (Wiley, 2006). Sounds with 
multiple frequencies often engage a greater number of neurons than sounds with a 
single frequency (Suga, 1965), by recruiting multiple neurons these wing sounds might 
be easier for receivers to process. Also, this alternating note frequency pattern may be 
resistant to acoustic degradation, which would obscure temporal aspects of the notes, 
since reverberations could prolong them until they run together (Wiley & Richards, 
1982). The longer gaps between notes of the same frequency in alternating note wing 
sounds would be more resistant to deterioration than single note wing sounds. It is 
possible that the 8th primary evolved its narrowness and high frequency note after the 
wider, low frequency note producing feathers, which appear be the ancestral state 
based on the lack of narrow feathers in related species, though perhaps the 
narrowness of the 8th primary freed the 9th to produce its note (Magrath, Unpublished 
data). Therefore, we suggest the 8th primary and its high note have evolved to 
emphasize the temporal aspects of the wing sounds, and possibly to emphasize the 
downstroke which is crucial for gaining speed (Howland, 1974). As yet we know very 
little about the evolution of the 8th primary, but suggest that it could have been either 
gradual or discrete, via harmonic hopping, since the high note overlaps the first 
harmonic of the low note (Clark, 2014). For example, comparative analyses of 
hummingbirds show both gradual and discrete evolution of sonations (Clark, 2014). 
Unlike the high note, which disappears when the 8th primary is removed, the low 
note remains to some extent when the 9th primary is removed (Fig 1). Removing the 9th 
primary feather did decrease the amplitude and tonality of the low note, however some 
broad frequency sounds remained across its frequency range. It is possible these low 
tonality sounds are produced by the other wide primary feathers. However, we did not 
find much support for this idea from the removal of the 7th primary since although its 
removal did increase the tonality of the low note, it did not decrease its amplitude. If 
these low pitched sounds are produced by other feathers, they may facilitate tempo 
recognition in the absence of the 9th primary and so explain why conspecifics fled to 
playbacks even when the 9th primary is absent. Their production in the absence of the 
9th primary may suggest their importance to alarm recognition, perhaps due to listeners 
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attending to the pattern created by alternating pairs of notes (Taylor & Ryan, 2013). 
Alternatively the low notes could be completely superfluous for alarm response, which 
could be tested using playbacks of natural alarms modified to remove the low notes 
completely. 
The finding that individual feathers produce the notes of the wing sound is 
consistent with the many other species that produce tonal sounds with their wing or tail 
feathers and with the physics of sound production. Many species of hummingbird 
produce tonal sounds with their vibrating wings feathers or tail feathers, and common 
snipes, Gallinago gallinago, produce tonal sounds with their outer tail feathers 
(reviewed in Clark, in press; Bostwick, 2006; see also Clark & Feo, 2008; Van Casteren 
et al., 2010; Clark, Elias & Prum, 2011, 2013). In these species the tonal sounds are 
produced either by flapping of the trailing edge of the feathers or vibration of the feather 
or its tip (Bostwick, 2006; Van Casteren et al., 2010; Clark, 2013). Despite our 
expectation that that the 8th primary feather produced both notes of the wing sounds, 
either through changes in orientation or modulation by surrounding feathers, our results 
show that the 8th primary produces only the higher frequency note. The physics of 
sound production supports our finding, as changes in the size of the sound producing 
structure can have linear effects on vibration frequency when other properties are held 
constant (Clark, Feo & Dongen, 2013; Clark, in press). Increases to the mass can 
decrease vibration rate, as can length, such as in string instruments (Clark, in press; 
Fletcher & Rossing, 1998). Furthermore, the 8th primary feather is about half the width 
of the 9th, primary which could be consistent with the high note having about twice the 
frequency of the low note if the effect of size on vibration frequency is linear. However, 
while plausible, further studies are required to identify the specific mechanism causing 
the feathers to produce these notes, and to show that the feathers are sufficient to 
produce them. 
Our study is one of a growing number to examine the function of sonations, 
however it is the first to combine playbacks with experimental manipulation of acoustic 
structures to demonstrate their necessity for signal function. Our results from the 
feather removal experiment are consistent with studies across many species using 
similar techniques to identify the acoustic structures that produce sonations (Clark, 
2008, 2011, 2014; Clark & Feo, 2008, 2010; Feo & Clark, 2010). The effect of 
experimental silencing is also consistent with the silencing of male broad-tailed 
hummingbirds, as both studies show that experimental silencing negatively impacts the 
function of the sonations (Miller & Inouye, 1983). Furthermore, our findings on sonation 
response are consistent with those on the greater sage-grouse, Centrocercus 
urophasianus, and Indian peafowl, Pavo cristatus, in that we find that key sonations or 
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sonation components are correlated with conspecific response (Freeman & Hare, 
2015; Koch, Krakauer & Patricelli, 2015). However, by combining silencing with 
playbacks of the experimental sonations, we are the first to test solely the impact of 
silencing on response, separating the sonation from any influence of correlated cues. 
While gluing silenced the sonation of the male broad-tailed hummingbirds, it could have 
also affected flight performance or behaviour, potentially influencing territory loss 
independently of the sonation. Furthermore, the crested pigeon’s alarm sonation is the 
first nonvocal signal with multiple components in which a single component of the 
signal, the high note, has been shown to be necessary for the signal to function. 
Despite the reduction in fleeing, conspecifics still responded with vigilance or startling 
to the majority of playbacks where the 8th primary was absent. However, startling and 
vigilance are less extreme responses than fleeing and represent a reduction in the 
perception of danger. This is in stark contrast to the low note, which, when absent, had 
no effect on rates of fleeing. 
While the 8th primary is necessary to prompt fleeing, conspecifics still startled 
when the 8th primary was absent, as much as they do to prompted alarmed wing 
sounds. This suggests that the crested pigeon’s alarm sonation response is a 
multistage process. Birds immediately take-off from the ground if they hear a wing 
sound that could represent danger, then while in the air they re-evaluate. If their later 
evaluations suggest that the wing sound did not represent danger, then they land and 
become vigilant or return to feeding. Other species are known to have multiple stages 
to their response (Higgins, Peter, & Cowling, 2005; Fallow & Magrath, 2010). Superb 
fairy wrens, Malurus cyaneus, for example, initially flee to most alarm calls that contain 
two or more elements, but the time they spend in cover increases with each additional 
element, suggesting that fleeing and time spent in cover are two separate stages of 
alarm response (Fallow & Magrath, 2010). Unlike passerine aerial alarm calls (Marler, 
1955; Caro, 2005), the long duration of crested pigeon wing sounds may allow constant 
updates about danger throughout the entirety of the take-off, as the bird maintains or 
reduces its escape effort (i.e., flight speed). This long duration may allow listeners to 
revaluate their decisions to flee while on the wing. 
To the best of our knowledge this is the only known nonvocal acoustic alarm for 
which the structures of production have been experimentally tested and identified. The 
confirmation that the feathers produce the alarm during take-off also supports the claim 
that it is an index signal of alarm, as the faster flapping of fleeing invariably results in 
the feathers producing notes at a higher tempo (Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Chapter 2). 
Furthermore, we have shown that the feather which shows evidence of adaption in 
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morphology for sound production is necessary to communicate about danger, 
suggesting that it has evolved to be a reliable signal of escape. 
As yet the evolutionary history of these alarm sonations is unclear. While some 
closely related species lack noticeable wing sounds and feather modifications, at least 
two other closely related dove species (spinifex pigeon, Geophaps plumifera, wonga 
pigeon, Leucosarcia melanoleuca: Higgins & Davies, 1996) and two other more 
distantly related dove species have noticeable wing sounds, some of which have been 
shown to prompt antipredator response from conspecifics (Coleman, 2008; Barrera et 
al., 2011). This open question as to the evolutionary history of nonvocal alarm 
signalling in birds warrants further investigation. 
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Figure 1. An example spectrogram of wing sounds produced during take-off under 
three of the treatment conditions A) control, no feathers removed, B) the 8th primary of 
each wing removed, and C) the 9th primary of each wing removed. While both notes 
are clearly visible in the control, when the 8th primaries are removed, the high note (3 
kHz) disappears. By contrast, the low note (1.5 kHz) fades when the 9th primaries are 
removed. D) shows a photograph of a crested pigeon wing taken while captive for 
banding, the three primary feathers of interest are labelled, the 7th primary, the 8th 
primary, and the 9th primary. 
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Figure 2. The change in relative amplitude of the high note relative to the low note 
(high - low dB), under each of the four treatments. The four treatments are the control, 
no feathers removed; 8th trim, the eighth primaries removed; 9th trim, the ninth primaries 
removed; and 7th trim, the seventh primaries removed. The bars show means with 
standard error. The y-axis is centred on the mean of the control. Since the low tone is 
naturally louder (~9 dB) than the high tone, all treatments are presented as change 
compared to the control scenario. The asterisks show significant differences from the 
control (* < 0.05; *** < 0.001). 
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Figure 3. Tonality of a) low note and b) high note under each of the four treatments. 
The four treatments are the control, no feathers removed; 8th trim, the eighth primary 
feathers removed; 9th trim, the ninth primaries removed; and 7th trim, the seventh 
primaries removed. Tonality is measured as one minus the entropy of a note, a 
measure of how focused or dispersed a sounds energy is across its frequency range. 
The bars show means with standard error. The asterisks show significant differences 
from the no feather removal control (* < 0.05; ** < 0.01). 
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Figure 4. The absolute note amplitude of a) low note and b) high note under each of 
the four treatments. The four treatments are: the control, no feathers removed; 8th trim, 
the eighth primary feathers removed; 9th trim, the ninth primaries removed; and 7th trim, 
the seventh primaries removed. The bars show means with standard error. The 
asterisks show significant differences from the no feather removal control (* < 0.05; *** 
< 0.001) and a trend (. < 0.1). 
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Figure 5. The proportion of birds that fled to cover (dark) and proportion that either fled 
or startled (light) to playbacks of wing sounds. The five treatments are: Alarm, a normal 
high tempo alarmed playback; 8th trim, high tempo release playback with the 8th 
primaries removed; 9th trim, high tempo release playback with the 9th primaries 
removed; No trim, a high tempo release playback with no feathers removed; and 
Routine, a normal low tempo routine playback. Bars are model predicted means with 
standard error. The asterisk shows a significant difference (** < 0.01) between the key 
pairwise comparison of 8th primary and 9th primary removed. 
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Table 1. Statistical values from a linear models of three acoustic properties of the low 
and high notes under each experimental treatment. All p-values represent differences 
in comparison to the no trim control. The four treatments are: No trim control, 8th trim, 
9th trim, 7th trim. Significant differences are presented in italics. 
Tonality SE t P 
Low note  
  8th Trim 0.10 0.23 0.82 
  9th Trim 0.11 -3.2 0.0023 
  7th Trim 0.12 2.7 0.0088 
High note  
  8th Trim 0.14 -2.1 0.044 
  9th Trim 0.15 1.6 0.13 
  7th Trim 0.16 -0.85 0.40 
Absolute Amplitude  
Low note  
  8th Trim 2.2 -2.0 0.051 
  9th Trim 2.3 -3.7 0.00041 
  7th Trim 2.5 -0.92 0.36 
High note  
  8th Trim 2.1 -4.7 0.000014 
  9th Trim 2.2 -0.32 0.75 
  7th Trim 2.3 -2.6 0.013 
Relative Amplitude  
  8th Trim 2.2 2.5 0.017 
  9th Trim 2.2 -3.6 0.0007 
  7th Trim 2.4 1.5 0.14 
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Table 2. Statistical values from a GLMM the response to treatment playbacks. All 
significant differences are in comparison to the natural alarmed playback treatment, 
and so show a lower proportion of focal birds responding by either Fleeing (flee versus 
not flee), or Flying (flee or startle versus vigilance or none). The five treatments are: 
Alarm, a normal high tempo alarmed playback; 8th trim, high tempo release playback 
with the 8th primaries removed; 9th trim, high tempo release playback with the 9th 
primaries removed; No trim, a high tempo release playback with no feathers removed; 
and Routine, a normal low tempo routine playback. Significant differences are 
presented in italics. 
Final model terms  SE Z P 
Flee versus not flee 
  Alarm NA NA NA
  Trim P8 1.0 -2.2 0.026
  Trim P9 0.78 0 1.0
  Routine 1.2 -2.5 0.014
  No Trim 0.85 -1.5 0.13
Fly versus stay grounded 
  Alarm NA NA NA
  Trim P8 1.1 -1.8 0.079
  Trim P9 1.1 -1.8 0.079
  Routine 1.4 -3.4 0.00059
  No Trim 1.1 -1.4 0.16
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Chapter 4 
 
Temporal paradox: how the timing of the elements of the crested 
pigeons’ wing sounds warn conspecifics about danger 
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Abstract 
Despite the recent resurgence in the study of nonvocal acoustic signals, very 
little research has investigated their function. The nonvocal acoustic alarm of the 
crested pigeon, Ocyphaps lophotes, appears to be ideal for testing the function of 
alarms, as it is produced by the wings when fleeing and warns nearby conspecifics of 
danger, inciting listeners to adopt antipredator behaviour. Although produced by the 
wings during flight, the nonvocal acoustic alarm of the crested pigeon differs in both its 
amplitude and its overall tempo from the wing sounds they produce during routine 
flight. Playback experiments suggest that high amplitude is necessary but not sufficient 
to prompt fleeing, implying that overall tempo may be necessary for conspecifics to 
identify alarms. We tested the role of overall tempo in distinguishing alarmed verses 
routine wing sounds by modifying the tempo of recorded wing sounds of crested 
pigeons, while maintaining the structure of other acoustic features. We then played 
back modified and natural wing sounds to conspecifics, testing their response. We 
found that high overall tempo was necessary to prompt fleeing, as conspecifics were 
less likely to flee to modified low tempo alarms than natural alarms. However, overall 
tempo alone was not sufficient to prompt response, as increasing the overall tempo of 
routine wing sounds did not cause conspecifics to flee. It is possible that other finer 
scale acoustic features are necessary for conspecifics to identify alarms. Alternatively, 
the current methods for tempo modification may not have been sufficient for the 
complex alarm sonation of the crested pigeon. 
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Introduction 
The nonvocal acoustic signals of terrestrial vertebrates are common, but have 
received very little research attention until recently (reviewed in Bostwick, 2006; Clark, 
Elias & Prum, 2011; Clark, in press). Nonvocal acoustic signals, or sonations, are 
produced by structures other than the larynx or syrinx of terrestrial vertebrates 
(Bostwick & Prumm, 2003). The lack of research on sonations has been due, at least in 
part, to the difficulty of identifying their source. This difficulty comes from the great 
variation among sonations, and from the lack of tools to detect and identify the acoustic 
structures and mechanisms of their production (Clark, in press). Recently however, the 
tools for identifying structures and mechanisms have improved in both quality and 
affordability (Clark, in press), leading to a resurgence in the study of sonations. 
While there has been recent progress in understanding the structures and 
mechanisms of sonation production, very little progress has been made in 
understanding their function. One explanation for the dearth of studies on the function 
of nonvocal signals is that many sonations are sexual or territorial and as such 
communicate about features that are difficult to observe and measure. For example, 
many sexual signals presumably advertise male fitness, but male fitness is difficult 
describe let alone quantify, especially without disturbing the signaling system (Searcy & 
Nowicki, 2005). In addition, receiver response can be difficult to interpret, especially in 
systems lacking clear predictions about how receivers should respond (Searcy, 1992). 
For these reasons, studying the function of sexual and territorial signals is difficult. By 
comparison, signals that allow independent assessment of signal meaning, and that 
provide clear predictions about how receivers should respond, may prove more fruitful. 
There are several noteworthy exceptions to this lack of research on the function 
of sonations. For example, male broad-tailed hummingbirds, Selasphorus platycercus, 
lost parts of their territory after having their sonation experimentally silenced, but were 
able to regain the lost territory once the silencing was reversed (Miller & Inouye, 1983). 
Also, male greater sage-grouse, Centrocercus urophasianus, that are able to maximise 
the frequency range of their ‘swish’ notes for a given note duration received the most 
copulations (Koch, Krakauer & Patricelli, 2015). These examples suggest that the 
presence or properties of a signal affects its function, but neither rules out alternate 
explanations. Without the use of playback experiments of the sounds in isolation, these 
experiments are unable to rule out the potential impact of other cues correlated with the 
sonation or its absence. For example, glue on the wings of the hummingbirds could 
impact their flight performance and contribute to loss of territory. One experiment that 
did investigate function using playbacks in isolation showed that male Indian peafowl, 
Pavo cristatus, generate infrasound using their trains as a component of several of 
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their display signals (Freeman & Hare, 2015). Furthermore, playbacks of these 
nonvocal infrasound components prompt increases activity and vocalizing, indicating 
that they have some function; however exactly what that function is remains elusive 
(Freeman & Hare, 2015). 
While the majority of sonations are produced in sexual or territorial contexts, 
recently three species of dove have been shown to produce nonvocal sounds in an 
alarm context. Since predators can be identified by researchers independently of the 
production of an alarm, and since receiver response to alarms is overt, these nonvocal 
signals may be ideal for studies of function (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). The Zenaida 
dove, Zenaida aurita, mourning dove, Zenaida macroura, and crested pigeon, 
Ocyphaps lophotes, each produce sounds as they flee from the ground in response to 
a predator or other threat (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrerra et al., 
2011). Furthermore, conspecifics of each species exhibit alarm responses after hearing 
playbacks of these sounds alone (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrerra et 
al., 2011). While Zenaida doves respond with vigilance, the other species often flee to 
cover. The link between context and receiver response suggests that these sounds are 
signals and therefore are nonvocal acoustic alarms. However, in the case of mourning 
doves and crested pigeons, these ‘wing sounds’ are produced during all flapping 
flights. Therefore, for these sounds to be alarms, there must be acoustic differences 
between the sounds produced in an alarm context, and during routine take-offs (Hingee 
& Magrath, 2009). Furthermore, receivers must be able to differentiate between these 
two types of take-off sound based purely on the acoustic differences. While playback 
experiments show that conspecifics are indeed able to differentiate alarmed and 
routine wing sounds, as yet we do not know which acoustic features signal alarm 
(Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009). 
 One of these species, the crested pigeon, produces alarms with consistently 
higher amplitude and higher overall tempo than their routine wing sounds (Hingee & 
Magrath, 2009). Furthermore, higher amplitude was shown to be necessary to prompt 
conspecifics to flee, as alarmed playbacks that had their amplitude artificially lowered 
to match that of routine take-offs prompted vigilance rather than fleeing. However, high 
amplitude alone was also shown not to be sufficient to prompt fleeing, as routine wing 
sounds that had their amplitude raised to match that of alarms did not prompt 
increased rates of fleeing. Together these findings suggest that another structural 
feature of these wing sounds both differentiates alarms from routine sounds and allows 
conspecifics to identify alarms (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Since these researchers also 
showed that the duration that conspecifics spent vigilant after hearing playbacks of 
routine wing sounds is correlated with their overall tempo, tempo seems the most likely 
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feature that conspecifics use to identify alarms. But as yet, the role of tempo on 
receiver response has not been tested.  
While previous work tested the role of high amplitude (Hingee & Magrath, 
2009), this study tests the role of high overall tempo on a conspecific’s ability to 
distinguish crested pigeons’ alarms from their routine wing sounds. We test the 
response of conspecifics to natural and modified playbacks of crested pigeon wing 
sounds. We modify alarms by lowering their tempo to match the tempo of natural 
routine wing sounds, and modify routine wing sounds by increasing their tempo to 
match that of natural alarms. The aim of this design is to test whether high tempo is 
necessary to signal alarm and whether it alone is sufficient to signal alarm to 
conspecifics. We also test fine scale temporal properties of the wing sound to 
determine whether any additional features can reliably distinguish alarms from routine 
wing sounds, and to evaluate the success of the currently available tempo modification 
techniques. 
 
Methods 
Study site and species 
We studied crested pigeons in open parks and grassed areas in Canberra, 
Australia, where they are abundant. Crested pigeons are medium-sized granivorous 
doves (150-250g) that usually forage in pairs or small groups, but can forage alone or 
in large groups if food is locally abundant (Higgins & Davies, 1996). They are 
vulnerable to both terrestrial and airborne predators, to which they respond to by 
fleeing to cover or a safe vantage point (Higgins & Davies, 1996). Crested pigeon’s 
wing sounds are primarily produced by their 8th and 9th primary feathers (Chapter 3). 
The 8th primary produces the high note during the down stroke, and the 9th primary 
produces the low note during the upstroke (Chapter 2). The alarmed wing sound is 
constrained to produce wing sounds with higher overall tempo, since the faster wing 
beats that power fleeing also increase tempo (Chapter 2). 
 
Experimental design 
We used a playback experiment to test the role of tempo in allowing crested 
pigeons to distinguish alarms from routine wing sounds. By lowering the overall tempo 
of natural alarms and raising the overall tempo of routine wing sounds we test whether 
tempo is necessary to prompt changes in response, and whether it is alone sufficient to 
prompt changes in response to these sonations. We used a 2x2 design for the 
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playbacks, the four treatments were: 1) unmodified alarm; 2) modified low-tempo alarm 
(natural alarm with artificially reduced tempo); 3) modified high-tempo routine wing 
sound and (natural routine take-off with artificially increased tempo); and 4) natural 
routine wing sound (Figure 1). A crimson rosella, Platycerus elegans, bell call was used 
as a control for non-threatening sound of equivalent amplitude (Fallow, & Magrath 
2010; Hingee & Magrath, 2009). We predict that if tempo is necessary for conspecifics 
to identify alarms, they will respond by fleeing to natural alarms but not modified low 
tempo alarms. We also predict that if tempo is sufficient for conspecifics to identify 
alarms, they will respond by fleeing to modified high tempo routine wing sounds, but 
not to natural routine wing sounds. 
Our treatments were natural or modified versions of natural alarms and routine 
wing sounds obtained from recordings taken in this and previous experiments (Hingee 
& Magrath, 2009; Chapter 3). We used the Sliding time scale / Pitch shift function of 
Audacity (1.3.13 beta 1999-2011), to modify the overall tempo of the modified 
playbacks. This method is designed to modify the overall temporal aspects of sounds 
while holding the frequency components steady. We modified the overall tempo of 
individual wing sounds while maintaining individual variation in their tempo. Therefore, 
adjustments meant that the mean tempo of modified alarms matched the mean of 
natural routine wing sounds, and the mean of modified routine wing sounds matched 
the mean of natural alarms. The overall tempo of alarms was decreased by 11.5% 
(they were 11.5% longer in duration), for routine wing sounds their overall tempo was 
increased by 10.5% (their duration was 10.5% shorter). Since we had 14 replicates for 
each treatment, we adjusted the tempo of our modified wing sounds individually and 
ensured that the natural and modified versions of individual wing sounds were 
broadcast to the same group, so that only temporal modification differed between 
treatments. All treatments were broadcast at 67.6 dB at 1m (measured as mean 
amplitude of first 0.5s) which is the mean of an alarm and the necessary amplitude to 
prompt fleeing (Hingee & Magrath 2009); this ensures that any changes in fleeing 
response would be due to differences in overall tempo and not differences in 
amplitude. 
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Playback experiment 
We carried out the playback experiment between January and May 2012 on 
groups of pigeons that had been trained to come to feeders several days before the 
start of the experiment. We played back a full set of treatments and controls to 14 
groups of crested pigeons, at 14 geographically distinct locations. Feeders, 20cm 
diameter orange terracotta dishes, were placed at each site in an open area away from 
cover. Feeders were supplied with a mixture of wheat and small grains in the mornings 
for several days until birds were used to visiting the site. On the day of a playback, the 
equipment was set up before feed was placed in the feeder. A speaker box containing 
a peerless 830881 and a peerless 810921 speaker with crossover driver, was placed 
on the ground 1m from the feeder, directed at the feeder’s centre, and attached via 
cabling to a Kemo Electronics integrated amplifier (20–25 000 Hz) then a Roland Edirol 
R-09 HR solid-state playback and recording device (20–40 000 Hz). Once the group of 
birds had been feeding for at least two minutes undisturbed, the next playback was 
broadcast based upon the pre-assigned randomized ordering for that group. After a 
playback we waited at least five minutes before a successive playback and again for 
two minutes of undisturbed feeding time. We played back at most two treatments on 
any given day to avoid habituation, not including control playbacks, which the birds 
appear to completely ignore. Our experimental designs were approved by the 
Australian National University Ethics Committee, Environment ACT, and the Australian 
Bird and Bat Banding Scheme. 
Although these birds normally respond to alarms by fleeing, we included other 
measures of response in order to detect any subtle variation in response between our 
modified treatments. We measured the response of the focal bird as a 0) none, 1) 
vigilance (head up scanning), 2) startling (leaping or flying a short distance before 
landing on the ground), 3) fleeing (flying to cover or a vantage point). Furthermore, 
when birds were vigilant we also measured the amount of time, in seconds, that they 
were vigilant. We detected and removed two outliers from our vigilance measures 
(modified low tempo alarm ~ 22s; natural routine ~ 38s) as they were both well outside 
the range of variance for these two treatments and probably caused by an unseen 
disturbance. 
 
Wing sound structure analysis 
We analysed the temporal aspects of wing sound structure to identify any finer 
scale temporal features that distinguish alarms from routine wing sounds and to 
evaluate the effectiveness of modifying overall tempo. We used Avisoft-SASLab Pro 
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5.1.20 (Specht, 2011) to locate and measure the start and end of each acoustic 
element from 15 alarmed and 15 routine wing sounds, as well as the 15 modified 
alarms and 15 modified routine wing sounds. From these start and end times we 
developed a set of acoustic variables for the two notes which included: their duration, 
the time from their beginning to their end; their interval, the time from their end to the 
start of the following note; their full interval, their duration plus their interval; their cycle 
duration, their beginning until the beginning of the next note of the same kind; their 
peak amplitude; and their peak frequency. We then examined how these variables 
differed between alarms and routine take-offs, and how they differed between natural 
and modified wing sounds. 
 
Statistical analysis 
We tested the response of conspecifics to wing sounds that differed in tempo 
and wing sound type using generalised linear models (GLM). We built models to test 
the full 2x2 design, as well as key pairwise comparisons: alarm versus low tempo alarm 
to test the necessity of tempo, and routine versus high tempo routine to test the 
sufficiency of tempo. We built separate models to test fleeing response (whether or not 
the birds fled to cover in response to the playback) and flying response (whether they 
took off from the ground at all). We modelled the binomial probability in each case 
using a logit link function, and the sample size was from the full experiment (n = 75). 
We also built models to test how long focal birds spent vigilant after hearing a 
playback, by modelling the duration of vigilance rounded to the nearest second as a 
Poisson distribution. Since not all focal birds responded with vigilance, the sample size 
for this model was reduced (n = 30 [alarmed = 3, modified alarmed = 7, modified 
routine = 12, routine = 9]). In each case our model consisted of the response variable 
and had treatment as the predictor term. We used the natural treatments, either natural 
alarm or natural routine, as the intercept depending of which difference we were 
investigating so we could test for significant differences between a natural response 
and the modified tempo playbacks. We used the glm function from the package lme4 
1.1-7 (Bates et al., 2014) in R 3.1.1 (R Core Team, 2014). Playback results are 
presented as model predicted means with standard errors for the final models. 
We used linear discriminant function analyses (LDA) and GLMs to examine the 
extent to which these temporal variables can be used to distinguish alarms from routine 
wing sounds and modified natural wing sounds. We examined the acoustic features of 
any high and low notes within the first 0.5s each wing sound. We chose 0.5s since 
conspecifics have sub-second response speeds to alarm playbacks, and so the 0.5s 
must be informative. For the analysis we took the median of the variable across all 
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notes within that first 0.5s slice. We built LDAs to test the power of temporal variables 
for distinguishing natural alarms from natural routine wing sounds, and then to test the 
power of variables identified by the GLMs in distinguishing natural alarms from the 
three other treatments. GLMs were used to complement these results by looking for 
significant differences in temporal, frequency, and amplitude variables between 
treatment categories. Each GLM was set up to test the role of a single acoustic feature. 
For LDAs we used the MASS package in R 3.1.1 (R Core Team, 2014), and we report 
the variables as the percentage of wing sounds that are correctly categorised using the 
variable of interest. For GLMs we present boxplots of the model predicted means with 
standard errors. 
 
Results 
Playback response 
Tempo was necessary for conspecifics to identify a wing sound as an alarm. 
Broadly, low tempo wing sounds prompt significantly lower rates of fleeing than high 
tempo wing sounds (Tempo:  z1 = -2.5; P = 0.012; Figure 2; Table 1) and the key 
pairwise comparison between natural alarms and modified low tempo alarms shows a 
significant decrease in rates of fleeing to the modified low tempo alarm (alarm versus 
modified alarm: z1 = -2.5; P = 0.012; Figure 2; Table 1). While overall tempo did not 
significantly affect startling (Tempo:  z1 = 1.9; P = 0.055; Figure 2; Table 1), there was 
an interaction between overall tempo and wing sound type, which shows that the 
impact of tempo depends on the category of the wing sound (Tempo versus Wing 
sound category: z1 = 2.0; P = 0.047; Figure 2; Table 1), with response declining with 
tempo for alarms but not for routine wing sounds. Low tempo also caused a general 
decline in the duration of vigilance, across all treatments (Tempo: z1 = -2.8; P = 0.049; 
Figure 3; Table 1). 
Despite finding that tempo was necessary for conspecifics to identify alarms, it 
was not alone sufficient for conspecifics to differentiate alarms from routine wing 
sounds. For the key pairwise comparison between natural routine and modified high 
tempo routine wing sounds birds were no more likely to respond by fleeing or by either 
fleeing or startling (Fleeing:  z1 = -0.010; P = 0.99, Flying:  z1 = 1.0; P = 0.30; Figure 2; 
Table 1), despite a significant increase in the duration of vigilance (Routine versus 
Modified routine: z1 = 2.1; P = 0.034; Figure 3; Table 1). Broadly a conspecific’s 
decision to fly was based primarily on whether or not the sound was an alarm (flew: z1 
= -3.4; P = 0.00072; Figure 2; Table 1), and not its tempo (flew: z1 = -1.9; P = 0.055; 
Figure 2; Table 1). An alternate interpretation of the data is that conspecific were less 
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likely to fly to modified playbacks than natural playbacks (flew: z1 = 2.2; P = 0.031; 
Figure 2; Table 1), however birds are still less likely to fly to routine playbacks (flew: z1 
= --3.7; P = 0.0019; Figure 2; Table 1). 
 
Signal Properties 
We found several structural properties that could reliably differentiate alarms 
from routine wing sounds (Table 2). The cycle duration, which is the inverse of overall 
tempo, was consistently shorter for alarms than routine wing sounds (Alarmed: 100%, 
Routine 100%), the high note + interval duration was also consistently shorter 
(Alarmed: 100%, Routine 93%), as was the low note duration (Alarmed: 87%, Routine: 
93%). The proportion of time that a note and its interval takes up of a full element cycle 
is similar across both alarmed and routine wing sounds (Low note: 43%, High note: 
57%), meaning that proportions stay the same even when the overall tempo changes. 
 Overall we found that the acoustic features of modified wing sounds mimicked 
those of natural wing sounds in most of the ways intended. Importantly for a process 
that alters acoustic signal timing, the frequency characteristics remained the same 
(mean peak frequency: t1 < 1.8; P > 0.05; Figure 4; Table 3). The amplitude of each 
note was also consistent between natural and modified recordings (mean peak 
amplitude: t1 < 2.0; P > 0.05; Figure 4; Table 3). Most structural features we measured 
matched those of the natural wing sounds they were intended to imitate. Modified low 
tempo alarms had similar cycle durations, note durations, and interval durations as 
natural routine wing sounds (Table 2). Similarly, modified high tempo routine wing 
sounds had cycle durations and note + interval durations similar to those of natural 
alarms (Table 2).  
While the majority of acoustic measurements were the same for modified high 
tempo routine playbacks, several features related to the low notes were not. Low note 
durations were longer and low note intervals were shorter for these high tempo routine 
wing sounds than for natural alarms, and so were more similar to those of natural 
routine wing sounds (low note duration = t1 = 6.2; P < 0.001; low note interval = t1 = -
5.5; P < 0.001; Figure 4; Table 2). Furthermore, shorter low note duration can be used 
to distinguish natural alarms from all other recordings, natural or modified (pairwise 
LDAs versus alarmed: routine 93%; high tempo routine 87%; low tempo alarm: 80%), 
indicating that altering overall tempo was ineffective at changing the duration of the low 
note. Even when the mean amplitude of the first 0.5s was made equal across 
treatments, the peak amplitude of the natural alarm notes were significantly higher than 
those of natural routine wing sounds (Low note = t1 = -2.7; P = 0.012; High note: = t1 = -
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3.1; P = 0.0043; Figure 4; Table 3). Even so it is a poor predictor of whistle category 
(alarm: 66%, routine: 73%), but was able distinguish most natural alarms from modified 
routine whistles (alarm: 83%, high tempo routine 80%). 
 
Discussion 
We found consistent temporal differences between natural alarms and routine 
wing sounds, and found that these acoustic features are probably for crested pigeons 
to differentiate alarms from routine wing sounds, as low tempo alarmed wing sounds 
did not prompt fleeing. While we found that tempo was necessary to prompt fleeing, we 
also found that tempo alone was not sufficient to prompt fleeing, as high tempo routine 
wing sounds did not prompt fleeing. This result suggests that there is another either 
component of alarms that sets them apart from routine wing sounds or our tempo 
modification was insufficient for these complex alarms. Our modification of natural 
routine wing sounds was able to mimic most of the temporal features necessary for 
conspecifics to identify alarms, while holding the others constant. However, there was 
one feature, low note duration, which it was not able to alter, since it was the same for 
natural and modified routine wing sounds. It is possible that low note duration may be 
the remaining feature that crested pigeons use to differentiate alarms from routine wing 
sounds. The algorithms we used to modify tempo may not have not been sufficient for 
these complex wing sounds, or alternately they may have affected other acoustic 
features, such as peak note amplitude. 
Although most of our results are consistent with previous work on the crested 
pigeon’s alarm, we also found that overall tempo was not alone sufficient to allow 
conspecifics to identify alarms, which is unexpected. Conspecifics were no more likely 
to flee to modified high tempo routine wing sounds than natural routine wing sounds. 
The effect of overall tempo mirrors that of amplitude which is also necessarily, but not 
alone sufficient for conspecifics to identify alarms (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). While 
those authors suspected overall tempo allowed conspecifics to identify alarms, they 
recognised that some other structural feature might also be necessary (Hingee & 
Magrath, 2009). Overall tempo not being sufficient is especially surprising given that 
the alarm sonation is an innately reliable indicator of fleeing in crested pigeons 
(Chapter 2). Despite conspecifics failing to flee in response to modified high tempo 
routine wing sounds, they did increase their vigilance, which suggests that overall 
tempo may contain some threat related information, even if it is not sufficient to prompt 
fleeing. 
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We did identify other acoustic features that may be utilised by conspecifics to 
identify alarms. Low note durations are shorter and peak amplitudes of the notes are 
higher in natural alarms than natural routine wing sounds. While previous studies did 
not find any evidence that these features are also reliable indicators of danger, the 
sample size of that experiment is likely too small to identify differences in fine acoustic 
scale measures (Chapter 2; Murray, Unpublished data). Furthermore, if conspecifics 
are using these features to identify alarms, modifying overall tempo may not be 
sufficient, or appropriate to affect them. It appears that our attempts at tempo 
modification were insufficient to mimic the temporal properties of the natural increase in 
tempo due to fleeing. Also, such a technique should not affect peak amplitude of the 
notes, but, we did observe an almost significant decrease in peak amplitude of the 
notes of modified wing sounds. Together with the natural difference in peak amplitude 
between alarms and routine wing sounds, the modified high tempo routine wing sounds 
are easier to distinguish from alarms than natural routine whistles. Since birds are 
known for their high temporal acuity (Dooling et al., 2002), the lack of response to 
modified high tempo routine wing sounds could be due to these finer acoustic 
measures or unintentional effects of the modification techniques, such as the reduction 
of peak amplitude. 
Although the technique we used to shift overall tempo was effective for the 
majority of temporal variables, while also holding most other acoustic characteristics 
steady, it may still be responsible for the unexpected result. Since frequency is the rate 
of oscillation of the compression wave of a sound, it is inherently temporal, and so 
modifying the overall tempo will affect its frequency unless complex algorithms are 
used to control it (Marler & Slabbekoorn, 2004). The Audacity function we used 
implements a sub-band sinusoidal modelling synthesis algorithm, a modern open 
source technique (Oten, 2006). However, it appears that despite showing no difficulty 
adjusting other temporal features while holding frequency steady, it was unable to 
decrease the duration of the low notes of routine wing sounds when raising their 
tempo. Also the changes in peak amplitude of the notes introduced during modification 
might not have been an issue if there were not already significant differences between 
natural alarms and routine wing sounds. Further experiments will be required to 
determine whether the acoustic features or the effects of temporal modification 
contribute the lack of response of conspecifics to modified high tempo routine 
playbacks. 
Our suggestion that that short duration low notes might be necessary to 
communicate about danger appears to contradict previous findings that the low note-
producing 9th primary is not needed to signal alarm (Chapter 3). However, while the low 
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note mostly disappears when the 9th primary is removed, we found that some broad 
frequency sounds remain in the frequency range of the low note (Chapter 3). 
Conspecifics may interpret these other sounds as low notes with short durations, which 
may explain why they flee even when the signaller is missing their 9th primary. And so, 
if short low note duration is necessary to identify alarms, the presence of these broad 
frequency sounds may facilitate alarm identification by sounding like short duration low 
notes, thus protecting the alarm feature when the 9th primaries are moulted. These low 
frequency sounds may also be sufficient to emphasize the temporal aspects of the note 
cycle through the alternating pitch of the two notes. 
The use of the crested pigeon’s take-off sounds as an alarm is consistent with 
the findings of other species, and the necessity of overall tempo is consistent with the 
inherent reliability of the alarm sonation. Three different dove species are able interpret 
the nonvocal acoustic information produced by fleeing conspecifics as a warning of 
danger (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrerrera et al., 2011). The way 
crested pigeons respond to the nonvocal alarms of their own species is consistent with 
the response of a diverse range of species to vocal alarms of their own species 
(Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). These results support the finding that fleeing sounds 
of crested pigeons function as alarm calls by warning conspecifics to flee to safety 
(Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Chapter 2). The finding that fast tempo is necessary to 
identify an alarm is consistent with predictions that the motions that produce nonvocal 
signals also constrain their acoustic properties, and thus affect the signal’s function 
(Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Clark, in press; Chapter 2). 
In summary, we found that while fast overall tempo appears to be necessary, it 
is not alone sufficient to allow conspecifics to identify alarms. However, we also 
suspect that the tempo altering technique we used was not sufficient for modifying 
crested pigeon wing sounds, which also makes interpretation of the results difficult. We 
therefore suggest that without better time-scale modifying techniques, synthetic wing 
sounds should be generated for future tests, as they will provide precise control over 
the acoustic properties of interest. Synthetic high notes, low notes, and claps could be 
generated and arranged to match alarmed or routine wing sound tempo then played 
back to conspecifics. Furthermore, they could be used to test the importance of fine 
scale acoustic features. However, using synthetic wing sounds can have drawbacks, 
such as the loss of natural variation or the loss of an independent measure of wing 
sound category. Despite any drawbacks however, synthetic alarms have proven very 
useful in the past, particularly when testing the role of individual variables of interest 
while controlling others (Fallow, Pitcher, & Magrath, 2013). 
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 Figure 1. The waveforms and spectrograms of a single replicate of all four treatments 
of the playback experiment. The four treatments are A) natural alarm, B) modified low 
tempo alarm, C) modified high tempo routine wing sound, and D) natural routine wing 
sound. 
  
A) B)
C) D)
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 Figure 2. The proportion of birds responding to each treatment by fleeing and the 
proportion responding by either fleeing or startling. The four treatments are a) natural 
alarms, b) modified low tempo alarms, c) modified high tempo routine wing sounds, 
and d) natural routine wing sounds. Bars show model predicted means with standard 
error. The asterisk highlights a significant difference in a key pairwise comparison (* < 
0.05). 
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Figure 3. The duration of vigilance of birds responding to each treatment. The four 
treatments are a) natural alarms (n = 2), b) modified low tempo alarms (n = 7), c) 
modified high tempo routine wing sounds (n = 13), and d) natural routine wing sounds 
(n = 10). Bars show model predicted means with standard error. Asterisks highlight 
significant differences in key pairwise comparisons (* < 0.05; *** < 0.001). 
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Figure 4. Comparison of four acoustic variables across four playback treatments for 
both high and low notes. The variables are A) note duration, B) post note interval, C) 
note peak amplitude, and D) note peak frequency. The four treatments are: natural 
alarm, natural routine wing sound, modified low tempo alarm, and modified high tempo 
routine wing sound. Bars show model predicted means from a GLM with standard 
error. See Tables 2 & 3 for significance values of key pairwise comparisons. Asterisks 
highlight significant differences in key pairwise comparisons (*** < 0.001). 
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Table 1. Statistical values from GLMs of three types of conspecific response, a) 
proportion fleeing or not fleeing, b) proportion fleeing or startling versus vigilant or 
none, and c) the duration of vigilance. Values are presented for the full 2x2 design as 
well as for key pairwise comparisons between natural and tempo modified playbacks. 
NAs are due to zero response to the high tempo routine treatment. Significant 
differences are presented in italics. 
Final model terms SE Z P 
Flee vs not flee 
  Tempo 0.88 -2.5 0.012
  Wing sound Type NA NA NA
  Natural alarm vs low  0.88 -2.5 0.012
  Natural routine vs high NA NA NA
Flee or startle vs neither  
  Tempo 0.93 1.9 0.055
  Wing sound Type 1.3 -3.4 0.00072
  Natural alarm vs low  0.9 -1.9 0.055
  Natural routine vs high 1.2 -1.0 0.3
Duration Vigilant  
  Tempo 0.18 2.8 0.0048
  Wing sound Type 0.21 0.48 0.63
  Natural alarm vs low  0.31 -3.4 0.00056
  Natural routine vs high 0.20 2.1 0.034
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Table 2. Statistical values from GLMs comparing the temporal acoustic properties of 
different treatment whistles. Each value is from a separate GLM testing that feature. 
There are three groups of comparisons: comparing natural alarms to natural routine 
wing sounds, comparing natural alarms to modified high tempo routine wing sounds, 
and comparing natural routine wing sounds to modified low tempo alarms. Significant 
differences are presented in italics. 
Temporal properties SE t P 
Alarm vs Routine  
  Cycle duration 0.0011 9.0 <0.001 
  High Note + Interval 0.00069 7.8 <0.001 
  Low Note + Interval 0.00075 4.1 <0.001 
  Note duration  0.00090 4.2 <0.001 
  Interval duration 0.00094 0.36 0.72 
  Note + Interval proportion 0.0092 0.27 0.79 
Alarm vs Mod Routine   
  Cycle duration 0.00097 1.43 0.162 
  Note + Interval 0.00053 0.42 0.68 
  High Note duration  0.0016 0.87 0.39 
  Low Note duration  0.00083 6.2 <0.001 
  High interval duration  0.0015 -0.68 0.50 
  Low interval duration  0.00083 -5.5 <0.001 
Routine vs Mod Alarm  
  Cycle duration 0.00070 -0.083 0.93 
  Note + Interval 0.00058 -0.43 0.67 
  Note duration  0.00098 -1.1 0.26 
  Interval duration 0.00093 0.89 0.38 
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Table 3. Statistical values for linear regressions comparing peak frequency and peak 
amplitude of the natural alarms to the other three treatments. These treatments are 
natural routine sounds, modified high tempo routine sounds, and modified low tempo 
alarms. Significant differences are presented in italics. 
Mean peak frequency SE t P
Low note  
  Alarm vs routine 169 -1.8 0.082
  Alarm vs mod routine 169 -1.8 0.077
  Alarm vs mod alarm 236 0.001 1.0
  Routine vs mod routine 34 0.18 0.86
High Note  
  Alarm vs routine 88 -1.3 0.21
  Alarm vs mod routine 141 -0.90 0.38
  Alarm vs mod alarm 76 0.074 0.94
  Routine vs mod routine 162 0.21 0.83
Mean peak amplitude SE Z P
Low note  
  Alarm vs routine 1.3 -2.7 0.012
  Alarm vs mod routine 1.3 -4.6 <0.001
  Alarm vs mod alarm 1.3 -1.3 0.22
  Routine vs mod routine 1.2 2.0 0.055
High Note  
  Alarm vs routine 1.2 -3.1 0.0043
  Alarm vs mod routine 1.2 -3.7 0.00090
  Alarm vs mod alarm 1.4 -0.092 0.93
  Routine vs mod routine 1.0 0.75 0.46
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Chapter 5 
 
Heterospecifics eavesdrop on a nonvocal alarm, but with limited 
discrimination of call type 
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Abstract 
The signals of heterospecifics are a valuable source of information about the 
environment that many species exploit, but growing evidence suggests that 
heterospecifics may be poorer at utilising signals than conspecifics themselves. 
Nonvocal acoustic alarms are a reliable source of information about danger that 
heterospecifics might utilise. Crested pigeons, Ocyphaps lophotes, assess both 
detailed acoustic structure and amplitude when discriminating between alarmed and 
routine wing sounds, but are heterospecifics able to make such fine distinctions? We 
test the whether two heterospecific species, Australian magpies, Cracticus tibicen, and 
magpie-larks, Grallina cyanoleuca, are able to discriminate crested pigeon alarm 
sonations from routine wing sounds. We find that both heterospecific species are able 
to eavesdrop upon the alarmed wing sounds, showing stronger response to alarms 
than routine wing sounds at natural amplitudes. Furthermore, differences in the types 
of antipredator behaviour implemented by the two species were consistent with 
differences in their physiology and ecology. We then tested both species’ responses to 
amplified routine wing sounds, which crested pigeons ignore. Magpie-larks, unlike both 
crested pigeons and Australian magpies, were just as likely to flee to these modified 
high-amplitude routine wing sounds as alarms, indicating they use only amplitude to 
identify alarms. Therefore, crested pigeons and magpie-larks attend to different 
acoustic features to identify alarm sonations. Eavesdropping on heterospecific signals 
is generally thought to be more difficult than attending to the signals of conspecifics, 
and this study is one of few which provides experimental support for this idea.  
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Introduction 
Eavesdropping on heterospecific signals is commonplace, but few studies 
investigate the difficulties that heterospecifics face in utilising signals that are not given 
by their own species. The signals of heterospecifics are valuable for eavesdroppers 
because they offer access to information that is otherwise either unavailable or more 
expensive to access (Seppänen et al., 2007; Magrath et al., 2015a). Although many 
signals are intended for conspecifics, once produced they become an information 
resource that any individual can exploit, either innately or through learning (Griffin, 
2004; Hollèn & Radford, 2009; Magrath et al., 2015a). While eavesdroppers generally 
benefit from heterospecific signals, there is some evidence that they can ignore or miss 
out on much of their value (Magrath et al., 2015a; Murray & Magrath, 2015, Appendix 
1). Absence of response to heterospecific signals is usually explained by differences 
between the species in the value of the information in a signal, or differences in 
opportunity to learn or evolve to use a signal (Magrath, Pitcher, & Gardner, 2007; 
2009a; Magrath & Bennett, 2011). However, even when species do respond to a 
signal, do they gain all the information that a conspecific would, and do they respond to 
the same signal features as conspecifics? 
Eavesdropping on heterospecific alarm calls is widespread across terrestrial 
vertebrates (reviewed in Magrath, et al., 2015a). Since most species are vulnerable to 
predators, heterospecific alarms can lower the cost or increase the availability of 
information about those predators. For example, mixed species bird flocks in Sri Lanka 
provide their constituent species with greater access to information on predation risk 
due to there being more individuals, and species that are better at detecting or 
communication about that danger (Goodale & Kotagama, 2005; Goodale, et al., 2010). 
Furthermore, signals from heterospecifics that are not competitors for resources can 
come at a lower cost than those of conspecifics which are competitors (Seppänen et 
al., 2007; Goodale et al., 2010; Magrath et al., 2015a).  
Response to heterospecific alarms can be innate or learned, and is adaptive 
when the alarm refers to predators that also threaten the eavesdropper. Response to 
heterospecific alarms can be due to acoustic similarity to alarms that the eavesdropper 
already utilises, whether they be from conspecifics or heterospecifics (Magrath, Pitcher, 
& Gardner, 2009b; Fallow, Gardner, & Magrath, 2011; Fallow, Pitcher, & Magrath, 
2013). Similarly heterospecific alarms that are perceptually arousing or simply novel 
might facilitate eavesdropping (Magrath et al., 2015a). Learning, such as via classical 
conditioning, can facilitate eavesdropping on heterospecific alarms even when there is 
no innate response to the signal (reviewed in Griffin, 2004). For example, golden 
mantled ground squirrels, Callospermophilus lateralis, were trained to respond to a 
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novel synthetic sound by association with a model predator (Shriner, 1999). Similarly, 
individual superb fairy-wrens, Malurus cyaneus, learn to respond to unfamiliar 
heterospecific alarms when they are paired with a gliding model hawk, but not when 
broadcast independently of a threatening stimulus (Magrath, et al., 2015b). 
Eavesdropping on heterospecific alarms is beneficial when the alarm refers, at least 
sometimes, to predators to which the individual or its kin are vulnerable (Seppänen et 
al., 2007; Magrath et al., 2015a). For example, while yellow-casqued hornbills, 
Ceratogymna elata, are vulnerable to eagles and respond to Diana monkey’s, 
Cercopithecus diana, ‘eagle’ calls, they are not vulnerable to leopards and do not 
respond to Diana monkey’s ‘leopard’ calls (Rainey, Zuberbühler, & Slater, 2004). While 
response can be binary, such as in the previous example, it can also be complex 
(Magrath et al., 2015a). For example, New Holland honeyeaters, Phylidonyris 
novaehollandiae, almost always flee in response to their own species and white-
browed scrubwren, Sericornis frontalis, alarms, which are almost always given when a 
predator is present (Magrath, Pitcher, & Gardner, 2009a). However, honeyeaters rarely 
flee in response to superb fairy-wren alarms, which only refer to honeyeater predators 
about half the time (Magrath, Pitcher, & Gardner, 2009a).  
In some cases heterospecific eavesdroppers can interpret detailed information 
encoded within signals, but in other cases heterospecifics appear to be unaware of the 
greater fidelity of information available (Magrath et al., 2015a). Differences in 
eavesdropping may be due to differences in the value of heterospecific signals, such 
as due to sharing predators, but may also be the result of limitations on signal 
reception for eavesdroppers (reviewed in Magrath et al., 2015a). There are thought to 
be many limitations on signal reception that adversely affect eavesdroppers, as they 
are not the intended target of the signal and may have limited perceptual capabilities 
(Magrath et al., 2015a; Murray & Magrath, 2015, in Appendix 1). But even when 
heterospecifics are able to correctly distinguish the signals of another species, they 
may be attending to different signal features than the signallers use to encode that 
information. For example, while banded mongoose, Mungos mungo, respond to the 
alarm calls of several plover species, Vanellus spp., they ignore the information which 
distinguishes high and low urgency alarms (Müller & Manser, 2008). The more 
conspicuous a stimulus, the easier it is to learn, but a highly conspicuous stimulus may 
block learning of a less conspicuous stimulus (Shettleworth, 2009). Therefore it is 
possible that for a signal with multiple features, eavesdroppers may learn to attend to 
only the most conspicuous feature, even if that feature is not the most informative. 
However, there have been no tests of biases due to blocking in heterospecific 
eavesdroppers under natural conditions, perhaps because most aerial alarms have a 
simple structure, and so have too few features for blocking to occur during learning 
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(Marler, 1955). We may therefore only predict blocking to drive differences between 
heterospecific and conspecifics response for alarms which have a complex structure. 
A newly discovered type of alarm is produced by the wings of several dove 
species as they flee. The Zenaida dove, Zenaida aurita, mourning dove, Zenaida 
macroura, and crested pigeon, Ocyphaps lophotes, each produce wing sounds when 
they flee from perceived threats, and playbacks show these sounds prompt 
conspecifics to adopt antipredator behaviour (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 
2009; Barrerra et al., 2011). These three species each produce wing sounds both when 
fleeing and during routine take-offs (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Clark, 
pers comms). However, only the sounds produced when fleeing provoke antipredator 
response from conspecifics. Northern cardinals, Cardinalis cardinalis, eavesdrop upon 
the nonvocal alarms of mourning doves, and while they startle in response to these 
alarms, they only respond with vigilance to the routine wing sounds (Coleman, 2008), 
suggesting these eavesdroppers can distinguish between the two wing sounds. There 
is much we do not yet know about mourning dove alarms, such as what acoustic 
features distinguish their alarms from their routine wing sounds, how they produce their 
alarms, or what features conspecifics use to differentiate their alarms from their routine 
wing sounds. By comparison we know that high amplitude and detailed acoustic 
structure both differentiate crested pigeon alarms from their routine wing sounds and 
that both of these features are necessary for conspecifics to respond by fleeing 
(Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Chapter 4). However, we do not know whether any other 
species eavesdrop on crested pigeon alarms, let alone whether heterospecifics 
eavesdroppers use the same acoustic features as conspecifics to distinguish alarms 
from routine wing sounds. 
Unlike vocal alarm calls, these nonvocal acoustic calls — or sonations — have 
many acoustic features, potentially allowing conspecifics and eavesdroppers to diverge 
in the features they use to identify alarms. These wing sounds are complex, consisting 
of two notes and one broad frequency clap element, produced in a cyclic repeating 
pattern (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). Also unlike some vocal alarms, these alarm 
sonations are produced continuously throughout the escape flight since they cannot be 
silenced without ceasing to fly (Chapter 2). Crested pigeons will only flee in response to 
wings sounds that have both a high amplitude, and potentially other detailed acoustic 
features (Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Chapter 4). While the amplitude difference between 
alarmed and routine wing sounds is large (~5.4dB, or almost twice as loud), the 
differences in tempo are smaller (~1.4 cycles/s or ~11%) and there are differences in 
the durations of individual acoustic elements. The difference in amplitude should be 
perceptible by heterospefics, but it is unclear if differences in other acoustic features 
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would be (Dooling, Lohr, & Dent, 2000; Dooling, et al., 2002; Lohr, Wright, & Dooling, 
2003). Assuming amplitude is more conspicuous, it may block learning of the other 
features, causing heterospecifics eavesdroppers to attend to only amplitude, unlike 
conspecifics that require multiple features to respond. 
We tested the ability of two sympatric heterospecific species to eavesdrop on 
the alarm sonation of crested pigeons. Australian magpies, Cracticus tibicen, and 
magpie-larks, Grallina cyanoleuca, are locally common and occur in the same habitat 
as crested pigeons. Our first test was whether they were able to distinguish crested 
pigeon alarm sonations from routine wing sounds. We then tested whether these 
heterospecific species use the same acoustic features as crested pigeons to 
distinguish alarm sonations from routine wing sounds. We tested heterospecifics’ 
response to playbacks of natural routine wing sounds and alarms sonations. Since 
Australian magpies are larger and have more aggressive antipredator responses than 
pigeons, we predict lower levels of fleeing than magpie-larks, which are smaller. We 
then test whether these heterospecific species respond to routine wing sounds 
amplified to match that of alarm sonations. If amplitude blocks learning about acoustic 
structure, when heterospecifics learn to eavesdrop on crested pigeon’s alarms, we 
expect strong responses to both natural alarms and modified high amplitude routine 
wing sounds, but reduced response to natural routine wing sounds, which are lower in 
amplitude. By contrast if heterospecifics also recognise differences in acoustic 
structure, they should show limited response to amplified routine wing sounds. 
 
Methods 
Study site and species 
We studied Australian magpies (family Artamidae) and magpie-larks (family 
Monarchidae) in open parks and lawns in Canberra, Australia, where they are both 
abundant. Magpie-larks are medium sized omnivorous passerines (70-90g) that forage 
alone or in pairs feeding primarily on invertebrates (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005). 
Australian magpies are large (250-350g) omnivorous passerines that sometimes forage 
alone but usually in family groups. Crested pigeons (family Colombidae), whose alarm 
sonations we used to test for eavesdropping, are medium sized (150-250g) granivores 
found across most of Australia, and are abundant in Canberra (Higgins & Davies, 
1996). Given the species are all from different families, we expect limited behavioural 
similarities due to shared evolutionary history. 
The Australian magpie and the magpie-lark are both common species that are 
sympatric with crested pigeons across most of their range. While neither species has a 
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nonvocal alarm, both have vocal alarms. Magpie-larks have a generalised vocal alarm 
call, which they use when predators approach the nest or when trapped (Higgins, Peter 
& Cowling, 2005; Tingay, 1981). Australian magpies have a wider repertoire of vocal 
calls used in alarm contexts, many of which are poorly understood (Kaplan, 2004; 
Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005). Magpie’s most common alarm call appears to incite 
mobbing of terrestrial or perched predators and nest predators. While crested pigeons 
merely flee or increase vigilance in response to predatory threats, magpie-larks flee 
and increase vigilance, but will also mob predators with family members, and with 
temporary conspecific or heterospecific congregations (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 
2005). Australian magpies rarely flee but will occasionally startle, leaping into the air 
briefly, in response to either alarm calls or sighting predators; their most common 
response is increased vigilance (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005). Once a predator has 
been sighted, Australian magpies usually coordinate mobbing with their family group, 
or with heterospecific congregations (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005). These 
heterospecific mobbing congregations occasionally include both Australian magpies 
and magpie-larks (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005; both species mob a model 
sparrowhawk: pers obs).  
 
Experimental design 
To test whether heterospecifics can interpret a nonvocal acoustic alarm as a 
sign of danger, we played back natural alarmed and natural routine wing sounds of the 
crested pigeon to two species, magpie-larks and Australian magpies. We also played 
back modified routine wing sounds that were amplified to match natural alarms, to test 
whether these heterospecific species respond to differences in amplitude, or whether 
like conspecifics, structural changes are also necessary to prompt alarm response. We 
used the ‘bell’ contact call of the crimson rosella, Platycercus elegens, as a neutral 
control since it is commonly heard throughout the study region and is a harmless 
species. We used the same set of playbacks and methods as in previous experiments 
on this species (Chapter 3 & 4). Briefly we used Raven 1.4 (Charif et al., 2010) to 
construct playbacks featuring a single take-off, and amplified as necessary, and we 
used Audacity (1.3.13 beta 1999-2011) to give each playback a smooth lead in and 
lead out. Playback amplitude of the first 0.5s was adjusted to the mean of 67.6dB at 5m 
for natural alarmed and high amplitude routine treatments and 62.2dB at 5m for the 
natural routine treatment. 
We presented both species with four treatments including the control: 1) natural 
alarm; 2) natural routine wing sound; 3) amplified routine wing sound; and 4) rosella 
bell call control (Figure 1). We played back all four treatments to 16 groups of magpies 
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and 15 groups of larks. Groups were defined by geographic location and we used the 
closest bird to the speaker as the focal bird to measure group response. Our playback 
methods followed those established on crested pigeons (Chapter 3). In brief, we played 
back treatments from a pair of Peerless speakers at a distance of 4-8 meters from focal 
birds (mean ± SD = 5.5 ± 0.87), with the speaker mounted on the windowsill of the 
passenger side of the vehicle and the other equipment, including an Edirol R-09 HR 
digital playback and recording device, an amplifier, and cabling, were stored in the 
vehicle. We recorded response as: 1) Flee, fly to cover or out of sight; 2) Startle, fly a 
short distance before landing on the ground; 3) Vigilance, look up and scan the horizon 
> 1s; and 4) None, no visible response. If the focal bird startled, the distance it travelled 
was measured with a tape measure. If the focal bird was vigilant the duration of that 
vigilance was measured using a stopwatch. A single magpie-lark that received a 
natural routine playback that did not resume feeding after two minutes was assumed to 
be affected by events outside the experiment and their vigilance time was not included 
in any analyses. 
 
Ethics notes 
We played back at most two treatments to any group on any day which is below 
the crested pigeon fleeing rates we have observed in this area (~2 per hour, Chapter 
4). Furthermore, there were only four treatments including the neutral control. It often 
took very little time before birds returned to feeding after flock dispersion (usually 10-15 
minutes, Chapter 4). Our protocols were approved by the Australian National University 
Ethics Committee and carried out with their permits as well as permits from 
Environment ACT and the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme. 
 
Statistical analyses 
We tested the response of two heterospecific species to the three treatments 
using generalised linear mixed models (GLMM). We built one set of models to test the 
response of each species to treatments separately and another to compare fleeing 
response between species. We pooled response into two binomial variables. We 
modelled the binomial probability in each case using a logit link function, and the 
sample size was from the full experiment minus the controls (n = 93). In each case our 
model consisted of the response variable and had treatment as the predictor term and 
focal group as the random term. We did not include our control treatment in our models 
as neither species responded in any way to the rosella bell calls. We used the natural 
alarm sonation as the intercept so we could test for significant differences from an 
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alarmed response for other two treatments. We used the R package lme4 1.1-7 (Bates 
et.al. 2014) in R 3.1.1 (R Core Team, 2014). We present model predicted means with 
standard errors for our results. Since not all birds responded with vigilance, analyses of 
the duration of vigilance is from a subset of the total responses (magpie-lark: N = 25, 
Australian magpie: N = 35). 
 
Results 
Magpie-larks usually responded to crested pigeon alarms by fleeing. When they 
did not flee, they either startled or became vigilant. They fled to natural alarms 
significantly more often than to natural routine wing sounds (z1 = -2.2, P = 0.030; Figure 
2; Table 1), indicating that they can differentiate alarm sonations from routine wing 
sounds. However, they were just as likely to flee to high amplitude routine wing sounds 
as alarm sonations (z1 = -0.48, P = 0.63; Figure 2; Table 1), indicating that they use 
amplitude to differentiate crested pigeon wing sounds. While they do no spend 
significantly more time vigilant after a playback of natural alarms (z1 = 1.1, P = 0.29; 
Figure 3; Table 1), they spent significantly more time vigilant in response to amplified 
routine wing sounds (z1 = 4.2, P = 0.0027; Figure 3; Table 1) than natural routine wing 
sounds. 
Australian magpies almost always respond to crested pigeon wing sounds with 
vigilance, but spent more time vigilant in response to natural alarms than natural 
routine wing sounds. Magpies responded with vigilance to almost every wing sound 
regardless of treatment type (96%), despite never responding with vigilance to a rosella 
‘bell’ call control. However, the duration magpies spent vigilant is significantly higher 
after playback of natural alarms than natural routine wing sounds (z1 = 2.8, P = 0.005; 
Figure 3; Table 1), but not for amplified routine wing sounds, to which they had an 
intermediate duration of vigilance (amplified routine versus alarm: z1 = 1.39, P = 0.16; 
amplified routine versus natural routine: z1 = 1.58, P = 0.11; Figure 3; Table 1). 
Magpie-larks and Australian magpies each responded differently to crested 
pigeon alarm sonations. Australian magpies were significantly less likely to flee in 
response to playbacks than magpie-larks (z1 = -2.0, P = 0.046; Table 2), despite both 
species spending similar amounts of time vigilant (z1 = 0.35, P = 0.72; Table 2). Also, 
unlike larks, we found no evidence that magpies rely on amplitude alone to distinguish 
alarm sonations from routine wing sounds. 
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Discussion 
Despite having no nonvocal alarms of their own, both Australian magpies and 
magpie-larks respond with antipredator behaviour to crested pigeon alarm sonations. 
Magpie-larks responded to low amplitude routine wing sounds with vigilance, but fled to 
alarms. Australian magpies by comparison doubled their duration of vigilance when 
responding to alarms rather than routine wing sounds, but rarely fled to any playbacks. 
Both species are therefore capable eavesdroppers that respond to the alarm sonations 
of the crested pigeon, but each species responds to the alarms differently, likely due to 
differences in their ecological niche and antipredator strategies. However, magpie-larks 
appear to differ from crested pigeons in the acoustic features which they use to 
distinguish alarm sonations from routine wing sounds. While they usually flee in 
response to alarms, they also flee in response to amplified routine wing sounds, which 
crested pigeons do not flee to (Hingee & Magrath, 2009). This result suggests that 
larks rely solely on amplitude to identify alarms, unlike crested pigeons which appear to 
use a combination of amplitude, tempo, and fine scale features (Hingee & Magrath, 
2009; Chapter 4). By comparison, we found no evidence to suggest that magpies use 
only amplitude to identify alarms. 
Both Australian magpies and magpie-larks are capable of eavesdropping on the 
nonvocal acoustic alarm of the crested pigeon. Both species increase the duration of 
their vigilance when responding to alarms rather than routine wing sounds. 
Furthermore, magpie-larks flee in the majority of cases that they hear crested pigeon 
alarms, but very rarely when they hear a routine wing sounds. Both of these species 
clearly recognise the threat related information that the crested pigeon’s nonvocal 
alarm represents and use appropriate responses. While we do not yet know whether 
this eavesdropping is the result of innate responses or learning, the lack of similarity 
between the alarms of these species and the crested pigeons alarm sonations suggest 
that it is the result of learning (Fallow, Gardner & Magrath 2011; Fallow, Pitcher & 
Magrath, 2013; Magrath et al., 2015a). Our findings of eavesdropping on heterospecific 
sonations is consistent with the findings of other species eavesdropping on nonvocal 
acoustic alarms. Northern cardinals and house sparrows, Passer domesticus, both 
differentiate between alarmed and routine mourning dove wing sounds, and primarily 
use vigilance as their antipredator response (Coleman, 2008). Together these findings 
suggest that nonvocal acoustic alarms are generally a valuable source of information 
that sympatric heterospecifics are able to exploit. 
Similar to crested pigeons, magpie-larks usually responded to crested pigeon 
alarm sonations by fleeing, and this similarity is perhaps due similarities in their 
ecological niche and antipredator strategies. Magpie-larks have small group sizes, 
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usually pairs, and often join mixed species congregations to mob (Higgins, Peter & 
Cowling, 2005; Tingay, 1981). Magpie-larks are the smallest of these three birds, and 
so are vulnerable to many of the same predators as crested pigeons (Higgins, Peter & 
Cowling, 2005). Furthermore, the non-predatory species which crested pigeons flee 
from also harass magpie-larks. For example sulphur-crested cockatoos, Cacatua 
galerita, and noisy miners, Manorina melanocephala, readily flush both magpie-larks 
and crested pigeons from food sources or territory (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005; 
pers obs.), but not Australian magpies.  
Unlike crested pigeons which use both amplitude and structural components to 
identify alarms, magpie-larks appear to use amplitude alone. Magpie-larks flee just as 
often to modified high amplitude routine wing sounds as alarm sonations, despite the 
lack of fast tempo. Since fast tempo reliably indicates that a wing sound is an alarm, 
failing to utilise this acoustic feature may lead to more false positives. However, false 
negatives, which occur when distant crested pigeons flee from predators, might be 
particularly dangerous, especially when they refer to fast moving aerial predators like 
hawks. Furthermore, other species have been shown to be worse at eavesdropping on 
heterospecifics when those signals are deteriorated (Moller & Manser, 2007; Murray & 
Magrath, 2015, in Appendix 1), and so, by relying on amplitude which deteriorates 
rapidly, magpie-larks may be particularly poor eavesdroppers under adverse signalling 
conditions.  
Since responding to high amplitude alone seems disadvantageous, we suggest 
that it may occur due to blocking during learning. The difference in amplitude between 
alarm sonations and routine wing sounds is large and may be more conspicuous than 
the differences in tempo, despite being potentially less informative (Hingee & Magrath, 
2009; Chapter 2 & 4). Another factor that may lend to its conspicuousness is that 
amplitude is informative for many different types of signals and cues. Alternatively, 
since responding to amplitude alone is not without its merits, the preferences of larks 
could instead be explained by the benefits attending to amplitude alone confers. The 
amplitude of a vocal alarm is often a good indicator of the distance to the source of a 
threat (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2010). Also, the amplitude of an alarm when it is 
produced may indicate of the signaller’s degree of excitement or fear, and so louder 
alarms may indicate greater threats (Morton 1977; Rendall, Owren, & Ryan, 2009). 
There is some evidence that species encode the degree of danger into their alarms 
using amplitude, however this evidence is indirect and is conflated with audibility 
(Fallow & Magrath, 2010; Murray & Magrath, 2015, in Appendix 1). But, while we do 
not know why the magpie-lark’s response is less sophisticated than crested pigeons 
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themselves, it is likely that on average the larks still benefit by attending to amplitude 
alone. 
Australian magpies differ from both magpie-larks and crested pigeons in their 
response to alarm sonations, and these differences are likely due to differences in their 
ecological niche and antipredator strategies. While crested pigeons do not participate 
in mobbing, both magpies and larks do (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005; Higgins & 
Davies, 1996; pers obs). Australian magpies are especially well known for their 
aggressive mobbing since they often mob humans, dogs, Canis familiaris, and raptors 
including occasionally even wedge-tailed eagles, Aquila audax (Higgins, Peter & 
Cowling, 2005). Australian magpies normally respond to alarms with vigilance and 
appear to search for threats (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005), and so without a visible 
target, their response may be unlikely to escalate. Australian magpies are also the 
largest of these three species, and so they primarily use mobbing to defend their 
territory and protect young (Higgins, Peter & Cowling, 2005). Other species have been 
shown to have reduced responses to species which have unreliable alarms (Magrath, 
Pitcher, & Gardner, 2009a; Magrath et. al., 2015), and from the point of view of 
magpies, the crested pigeon’s alarm may be unreliable. Crested pigeons frequently flee 
from species that are not a threat to magpies (Higgins & Davies, 1996; Higgins, Peter & 
Cowling, 2005; pers obs.). The asymmetry in the response between these three 
species is somewhat similar to that of superb fairy-wrens, white-browed scrubwrens, 
and New Holland honeyeaters, where the two smaller species benefit from each other’s 
alarms while the larger species only benefits from one of their alarms (Magrath, 
Pitcher, & Gardner, 2007; 2009a). 
Unlike magpie-larks, Australian magpies do not appear to rely solely on 
amplitude to distinguish alarms from routine wing sounds. Magpies respond to modified 
high amplitude routine wing sounds as an intermediate between the natural alarms and 
routine wing sounds. Since we did not find any significant differences, and since we 
only tested for response based solely on amplitude, we cannot determine what features 
Australian magpies do use. However, since our results suggest that they do not rely 
solely on amplitude, it could be that they use a combination of amplitude and tempo, 
similar to crested pigeons (Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Chapter 4). 
Overall we found that both Australian magpies and magpie-larks are able to 
utilise the alarm sonation of the crested pigeon to detect danger. These findings 
support similar findings on the novocal acoustic alarms of other species, on the breadth 
of interspecific eavesdropping, and the factors, such as sharing predators, which 
contribute to asymmetries in signal use between different species. Importantly though, 
these findings support early work that shows that eavesdropping on heterospecifics 
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differs from communication in its value. While previously it has been shown that the 
value of heterospecific signals declines with the quality of the signalling conditions, 
these findings show that species can differ in the ways they identify signals. 
Furthermore, this work suggests that learning may drive these differences between 
species, and so we suggest that future work should explore the differences in learning 
complex signals between species, as well as differences between learning and innate 
responses for complex signals. 
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Figure 1. Waveform and spectrograms of A) a crested pigeon alarm sonation and B) a 
routine wing sound, and also photographs of C) an Australian magpie, D) a Magpie-
lark, and also. Spectrograms and waveforms are vertically align and show the first two 
seconds (ms) on the x axis and either frequency (kHz) or linear amplitude centred at 
zero on the y axis. 
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Figure 2. The proportion of a) magpie-larks and b) Australian magpies responding to 
treatments by either fleeing (Dark) or either fleeing or startling (Light). Values are 
presented as model predicted means with standard error bars. Circles are the 
observed means, and asterisks show significant differences from the response to alarm 
playbacks (* < 0.05). 
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 Figure 3. Duration of vigilance of a) magpie-lark and b) Australian magpies after 
playback of crested pigeon wing sound treatments. Values are presented as model 
predicted means with standard error bars. Asterisks show significant differences from 
the response to Alarm playbacks (* < 0.05). 
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Table 1. Statistical values for key pairwise comparisons from GLMs of two types of 
response: a) proportion fleeing or not fleeing, and b) the duration of vigilance, across 
both Australian magpies and magpie-larks. Pairwise comparisons compare the 
response to alarmed playbacks with that of either the natural routine treatment or the 
high amplitude routine treatment. Significant differences are presented in italics. 
Australian magpie  SE Z P 
Flee vs not flee  
  Alarm vs Routine 1.2 0.0 1.0 
  Alarm vs Amplified routine 1.1 0.53 0.60 
Duration of vigilance  
  Alarm vs Routine 0.19 2.8 0.005 
  Alarm vs Amplified routine 0.16 1.4 0.16 
  Amplified routine vs Routine 0.22 1.58 0.11 
Magpie-lark SE Z P 
Flee vs not flee  
  Alarm vs Routine 1.6 -2.2 0.030 
  Alarm vs Amplified routine 0.99 -0.5 0.63 
Duration of vigilance  
  Alarm vs Routine 0.20 1.1 0.29 
  Alarm vs Amplified routine 0.25 -3.0 0.0027 
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Table 2. Statistical values for the GLM tests for differences in response between the 
species and between treatments. The two treatment variables test for differences in 
response as compared to the alarmed playbacks and compared to Australian magpie. 
The species variable compares differences in response between the two receiver 
species. Significant differences are presented in italics. 
Species comparison SE Z P 
Flee versus not flee 
  Alarm vs Routine 0.85 0 1.0
  Alarm vs Amplified Routine 0.85 -2.0 0.046
  Magpie vs Lark 0.92 2.0 0.045
Fly versus not fly 
  Alarm vs Routine 0.54 -0.80 0.42
  Alarm vs Amplified Routine 0.61 -2.7 0.0078
  Magpie vs Lark 0.47 2.65 0.0081
Vigilance 
  Alarm vs Routine 0.15 -4.2 0.000022
  Alarm vs Amplified Routine 0.12 -0.36 0.72
  Magpie vs Lark 0.21 0.35 0.72
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Summary 
Overall this thesis provides strong evidence that the wing sound of the crested 
pigeon, Ocyphaps lophotes, is an alarm signal rather than an alarming cue, and that it 
is produced nonvocally, which means that it is an alarm sonation. The motion of the 
wing beats of the crested pigeon’s flapping flight causes their primary feathers to 
produce the alternating notes that comprise their alarmed and routine wing sounds. 
The 8th primaries produce the high notes during the down stroke and the 9th primaries 
produce the low notes during the upstroke (Chapter 2 & 3). Crucially though, the 
unusually thin 8th primary is necessary for these wing sounds to act as alarms, as 
conspecifics only flee to wing sounds when the 8th primaries and their high notes are 
present. The necessity of the 8th primaries suggests that their modification is the result 
of adaptation for communication (Chapter 3). Evidence of morphological adaptation is 
one line of evidence that can establish something as a signal rather than a cue, the 
other is voluntary production in appropriate contexts (Clark, in press). The change in 
motion that separates routine wing sounds from alarms is the flapping rate of the 
signaller, and by extension their take-off speed and the overall tempo of their wing 
sound (Chapter 2). While it is not clear that these alarms are strictly voluntary, since 
fast flapping is required to escape predation, the difference between alarmed and 
routine flights does support the conclusion that the alarm is a signal. Taken together, 
the evidence of morphological adaptation and distinct sounds produce by alarmed 
flight, combined with conspecifics only responding to alarmed flight sounds, suggests 
that the crested pigeon’s fleeing wing sounds are alarm sonations.  
The alarm sonation of the crested pigeon is an index signal of flight 
performance and therefore an index alarm. Since these birds produce their high tempo 
alarms by flapping their wings at a faster rate, and since this flapping also powers their 
escape from predation, these alarms are a reliable signal of fleeing (Chapter 2). But 
since crested pigeons must reach high speed to escape predation, fleeing is also a 
reliable indicator of predator presence, and therefore these are inherently reliable alarm 
sonations.  
Both high amplitude and fast tempo are necessary for crested pigeons to 
distinguish their alarm sonations from routine wing sounds, however they may also use 
additional acoustic features. We found that crested pigeons are less likely to flee if an 
alarm sonation has a lowered tempo (Chapter 4). However, they were no more like to 
flee to high tempo routine wing sounds, which suggests that either they use additional 
other acoustic features, or our efforts to modify tempo were insufficient for these 
complex signals. 
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This thesis also demonstrates that heterospecifics are able to eavesdrop on the 
alarm sonation of the crested pigeon, despite its very different acoustic characteristics 
to the alarms of the eavesdroppers. Australian magpies, Cracticus tibicen, and magpie-
larks, Grallina cyanoleuca, are able to distinguish crested pigeons alarm sonations 
from routine wing sounds, and adopt stronger species specific antipredator behaviour 
in response to alarms than routine wing sounds (Chapter 5). However, the magpie-lark 
uses different acoustic features to identify alarm sonations than crested pigeons and 
magpies, which appear to both use high amplitude and faster tempo. Magpie larks by 
comparison appear to rely solely on high amplitude to distinguish crested pigeon 
alarms from their routine wing sounds. Differences in the use of signals in 
communication and eavesdropping have rarely been shown, and so this finding lends 
support to the idea that conspecifics and heterospecifics differ not only in their 
evaluation of signals, but also in their capacity to utilise them (Murray & Magrath, 2015, 
Appendix 1). 
 
Future directions 
Structures and mechanisms 
While we have shown that the feathers produce the notes of the crested 
pigeon’s wing sounds during flapping flight, there are several unanswered questions, 
such as the mechanism of sound production. While the feather removal experiments 
show that the 8th primary is necessary to produce the high note and the 9th primary is 
necessary to produce the majority of the low note, we have not yet tested their ability to 
produce sounds in isolation. Such a demonstration would be an ideal final step in 
demonstrating that these feathers indeed produce their respective notes. Testing the 
sound producing capabilities of these feathers collectively with the rest of the wing 
would help in understanding whether and how the other structures affect note 
production. Wind tunnels and laser doppler vibrometers would be best suited to testing 
the sound producing capabilities of the crested pigeon’s primary feathers (Bostwick et 
al., 2009; Clark, 2011; Clark, Elias, & Prum, 2013). High speed video recording can 
augment these techniques to reveal the mechanisms through which these structures 
produce their notes (Bostwick & Prum, 2003; Clark, Elias, & Prum 2013). 
Hummingbirds, Trochilidae, and common snipes, Gallingo gallingo, produce the pure 
notes of their sonations through aeroelastic flutter of the vane, tip, or whole of their 
feathers (Clark, 2008; 2011; Clark et al., 2013; Reddig, E. 1978). Observing the motion 
of the feathers as they produce their notes will hopefully reveal the mechanism of 
production. 
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While high speed video suggests the clap elements of the wing sound are 
produced by feather to feather contact between the wings, this has not yet been 
explicitly tested. Due to the distance necessary to capture the extent of the take-off, the 
high-speed video recordings do not have sufficient resolution to identify variation in the 
level of contact between the wings and test for variation in the production of claps. Two 
possibilities to investigate this further are filming tethered birds or testing the 
percussive capabilities of the wings, either through manipulation or mechanisation. 
Recording the sounds produced by striking together the wings of mounts of crested 
pigeon could be compared to the acoustic properties of clap elements to test whether 
this is a likely mechanism of clap production. Furthermore, well placed high resolution 
high speed video could augment either technique to show how the claps are produced. 
 
Motion, signal properties, and signal function 
Alarm sonations may inform others about additional features of flights and not 
merely whether it is a routine or an escape flight. The production of a sonation is the 
result of an interplay between sound-producing structures and the motions they 
undergo. While we have shown that crested pigeon escape flights involve increased 
speed over routine take-offs, we have not explored other features of trajectory. For 
example, while we found no effect of flight angle on the acoustic properties of the 
sonation, more detailed measures of trajectory that include heading, banking, and wing 
and body orientations, may affect sonations in as yet unknown ways and help to 
capture the full range of variation in flight trajectory. By using improved models of the 
brown goshawk, Accipiter fasciatus, we may even be able to observe and categorise 
specific predator escape manoeuvres, instead of simple fleeing behaviour. At the least, 
such experiments would reveal how flight performance affects crested pigeon wing 
sounds, but may also reveal new links between features of trajectory and the acoustic 
features of this signal. 
The complement to a better understanding of flight trajectory is a better 
understanding of what causes the acoustic features of alarms to differ from the routine 
wing sounds. Mean amplitude, low note duration, and the peak amplitude of the notes 
have all been shown to differ between alarmed and routine wing sounds, but as of yet 
we do not know how these features are affected by changes in the dynamics of flight 
between alarmed and routine flights. By increasing the sampling of both alarmed and 
routine take-offs, we could look for further links between signal production and signal 
properties. 
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While both high amplitude and fast tempo appear to be necessary for 
conspecifics to identify a wing sound as an alarm, we do not know what combination of 
features is sufficient to identify a wing sound as an alarm. The duration of the low note 
and the peak amplitudes of the notes may also be involved in alarm identification. 
Playback experiments will be necessary to test whether these fine scale acoustic 
features are both necessary and sufficient for conspecifics to identify them as alarms. 
But modifying fine scale features such as these is difficult without introducing acoustic 
artefacts. Therefore, I suggest that synthetic alarms are developed to test the 
importance of these and any additional acoustic features of interest. Synthetic sounds 
are especially useful when it is necessary to vary a single acoustic variable of interest 
without also affecting other acoustic variables (Fallow, Pitcher, & Magrath, 2013). 
 
Eavesdropping on sonations 
Crested pigeon alarm sonations are acoustically distinct from the alarm calls of 
both species that eavesdrop upon them, suggesting that their response is the result of 
learning. Species often respond without learning to heterospecific alarms because of 
similarities in structure to their own species alarms (Fallow, Gardner & Magrath 2011; 
Fallow, Pitcher & Magrath, 2013), but the crested pigeon alarm sonation is very 
different in structure from Australian magpies and magpie-larks alarms (Tingay, 1982; 
Kaplan, 2004). Cues of flock departure are used as an indicator of danger by some 
species (Lima, 1994; 1995), and so these eavesdroppers may have innate responses 
to the sound of large birds taking off from the ground, of which the crested pigeon’s 
wing sounds may be an exaggerated example. However, this explanation is unlikely, 
since these eavesdroppers respond strongly to alarms, but not to routine take-off 
sounds. Other species are known to learn to respond to heterospecific alarms in nature 
(Magrath et al., 2015a; Magrath at al., 2015b). For example, while white-browed 
scrubwrens fledglings initially do not respond to any heterospecific alarms, after 2-3 
weeks they respond to superb fairy-wren and New Holland honeyeater alarms (Haff & 
Magrath, 2013). Future work could test whether Australian magpies and magpie-larks 
rely on learning to identify the crested pigeons’ alarm sonation, testing for differences in 
response in allopatric populations versus sympatric populations, or by testing for 
learning in young. 
In Chapter 5 we showed that magpie-larks use different acoustic features to 
eavesdrop on crested pigeon’s alarm sonations than do crested pigeons themselves. 
However, similar studies in vocal alarm calling systems have not found similar 
divergences between eavesdroppers and conspecifics. Magpie larks fled to high 
amplitude routine wing sounds despite crested pigeon requiring both high amplitude 
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and faster tempo to flee. These high amplitude routine whistles will therefore prompt 
unnecessary fleeing when they occur naturally, such as in situations where crested 
pigeons are close by. We do not know why magpie-larks respond differently than 
crested pigeons, although we suspect that it is due to the blocking of tempo by 
amplitude during learning (Chapter 5; Shettleworth, 2009). Playback experiments could 
be used to expand the pool of heterospecific species to test whether this is unique to 
magpie-larks or a general phenomenon among species that eavesdrop on the crested 
pigeon’s alarm sonation. Furthermore, if this is a general phenomenon, blocking may 
also occur when species learn to eavesdrop on other complex signals. 
 
Alarm sonation evolution 
Although pigeon and dove nonvocal acoustic alarms constitute an independent 
origin of alarm signalling from the vocal alarms of many other species, we know almost 
nothing about their evolutionary history. While so far only three species of pigeon and 
dove have been shown to produce wing sounds that act as alarms, there are many 
more that also produce wing sounds, some of which may be produced in an alarm 
context (Coleman, 2008; Hingee & Magrath, 2009; Barrerra et al., 2011). In Australia, 
in addition to the crested pigeon, the spinifex pigeon, Geophaps plumifera, and the 
wonga pigeon, Leucosarcia melanoleuca, are both known for their loud wing sounds 
(Higgins & Davies, 1996). Similarly, in the Americas, the Inca dove, Columbina inca, is 
also known for its wing sounds during flapping flight (Niese, 2010). As yet very little is 
known about any aspect of these wing sounds, including their acoustic properties and 
the feathers that produce them. A comparative study that had access to high quality 
recordings and feathers or skins could reveal a lot about the evolutionary history of this 
new type of alarm signal. A recent mega-phylogeny includes many of the key species 
that could be used to test the evolutionary history of wing sounds and alarm sonations 
in Columbidae (Burleigh et al., 2015). Similar comparative studies have investigated 
the sonations of manakins and hummingbirds. Manakins for example, show at least 
five independent origins of nonvocal acoustic signalling, most which use different 
structures and mechanisms (Prum, 1998). In another phylogenetic study Clark (2014) 
showed that the sonations of hummingbirds of the Selasphorus genus evolved through 
both continuous and discrete transitions. Identifying both types of evolution required an 
understanding of both the methods of production and acoustic properties of these 
sonations (Clark, 2014). 
Once a descriptive evolutionary history of pigeons, doves, and their wing 
sounds has been resolved, predictions about the relationship between function, 
acoustic properties, and morphology could be tested. Since morphology and motions 
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constrain these sounds, differences in function may select for predictable changes to 
morphology, behaviour and acoustic structure. Expanding these comparative methods 
to incorporate assays of function, via playbacks, and behaviour via video recording 
may allow us to test predictions about signal evolution, the evolution of signal function, 
and the evolution of signal reliability. 
The alternating pattern of notes of the crested pigeons wing sound is distinctive, 
but we do not yet understand why or how it evolved. The high note of the crested 
pigeon is roughly in line with the first harmonic of the low note, and the high note may 
have originated by selection emphasizing the first harmonic of the low note it was the 
dominant sound, a process known as harmonic hopping (Chapter 3; Clark, 2014). Also, 
alternating notes with different frequency may increase the conspicuousness of the 
signal, either by involving more frequency-specific neurons, or minimising the effect of 
signal deterioration (Suga, 1965; Chapter 3). Using synthetic wing sounds we could 
design psychological experiments to test the conspicuousness of acoustic elements 
and their alternating pattern. By combining psychological assays with comparative 
analyses of morphology, we could test predictions about the evolution and function of 
the alternating pattern of notes, and specifically whether it emphasizes the temporal 
components of the wing sounds. 
 
Reliable signalling of an acoustic alarm 
Not only are these alarm sonations an independent origin of acoustic alarm 
signalling, they are also unlike vocal alarms in that they are reliable and are produced 
involuntarily when fleeing. The reliability of this sonation stems from its inherent 
reliability, due to the link between escape flight and sonation production (Chapter 2). 
This system thus allows us to test assumptions about acoustic alarm signalling. Alarms 
sonations could also be used to test for differences in the preferences of heterospecific 
eavesdroppers for more or less reliable types of alarms. Also, differences in costs of 
alarm production may lead to differences in the propensity of signallers to give alarms 
and the propensity of listeners to respond. Differences in these thresholds may lead to 
differences in the value of the information in these alarms, potentially impacting both 
conspecifics and heterospecific eavesdroppers. Experiments that test for these 
differences could teach us how different cost structures affect alarm production and 
function. However, we also do not understanding how the costs and benefits of an 
involuntary alarm sonation differ from those of voluntary alarm calls. We therefore 
suggest that the alarm sonations of crested pigeons and other doves provide a 
valuable opportunity to learn more about the generalities of alarm signalling, by 
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understanding both the commonalities and differences between vocal and nonvocal 
alarm signalling. 
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Does signal deterioration compromise eavesdropping on other 
species’ alarm calls? 
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Abstract 
 
Individuals gain valuable information by eavesdropping on others species’ signals, but 
there are potentially greater constraints on eavesdropping than reception of signals 
from conspecifics. Eavesdroppers rely on signals addressed to others, which may 
come from unpredictable directions and distances. Furthermore, eavesdroppers might 
lack familiarity with other species’ calls or perceptual adaptations to detect and 
recognize them, and these difficulties may be exacerbated by signal changes during 
transmission. We tested whether signal changes differentially affected the response to 
heterospecific compared with conspecific aerial (‘hawk’) alarm calls in two sympatric 
species that respond to each other’s alarms, superb fairy-wrens, Malurus cyaneus, and 
white-browed scrubwrens, Sericornis frontalis. We assessed the effects of signal 
attenuation (reduced amplitude) and degradation (including reverberation). Attenuation 
caused a reduction in probability of fleeing to cover, and birds were less likely to flee to 
heterospecific than conspecific alarms. Signal changes did affect the response to 
heterospecific compared to conspecific calls, but not in the simple way expected. For 
conspecifics, degradation had no effect, and attenuation caused a similar reduction in 
fleeing for degraded and undegraded calls. By contrast, for heterospecifics, attenuation 
caused a reduction in fleeing for undegraded but not degraded calls, which prompted 
constant, low fleeing rates. Additional measures of response suggest that a lower 
probability of fleeing was partly a consequence of poorer detection or recognition of 
calls, and not merely assessment of reduced danger. Overall, the results are consistent 
with greater constraints on heterospecific eavesdropping than conspecific 
communication, perhaps because of lower familiarity or perceptual specialization. 
 
Key words alarm call, communication, eavesdropping, signal attenuation, signal 
degradation, superb fairy-wren, white-browed scrubwren. 
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Introduction 
Individuals often gain valuable information by eavesdropping on the signals of 
other species. Signals evolve because, on average, they benefit senders by affecting 
the behaviour of intended receivers during the process of communication (Bradbury & 
Vehrencamp, 2011; Maynard Smith & Harper, 2003; Searcy & Nowicki, 2005). 
Receivers, in turn, are selected to respond only if they benefit from the signal, which 
means that communication requires the evolution of both signalling by senders and 
their reception and use by receivers (Maynard Smith & Harper, 2003). In contrast to 
communication, eavesdropping entails individuals gaining information from signals 
intended for others, including other species, and the sender often does not benefit and 
can even pay a cost from such eavesdropping (reviews: McGregor & Dabelsteen, 
1996; Peake 2005; Wiley 1983). For example, individuals can locate suitable habitat by 
eavesdropping on the signals of individuals already resident (e.g. Pupin, Roberto, 
Augusto, Galeotti, & Fasola, 2007), many predators or parasites locate prey by 
eavesdropping on their mating signals (review: Zuk & Kolluru, 1998), and prey may 
avoid predators by eavesdropping on their signals (e.g. Li, Wang, Tan, Qu, & Nieh, 
2014). The information gained by eavesdroppers is not necessarily similar to the 
information gained by intended receivers; a mating signal, for example, reveals the 
location of food to an eavesdropping predator but helps find a mate for the intended 
receiver. Overall, eavesdropping provides valuable information to individuals and is 
probably common in all complex communities (reviews: Goodale, Beauchamp, 
Magrath, Nieh, & Ruxton, 2010; Schmidt, Dall, & Van Gils, 2010; Seppänen, Forsman, 
Monkkonen, & Thomson, 2007; Zuk & Kolluru, 1998). 
A special case of eavesdropping entails ecologically similar species at the same 
trophic level, which require similar resources and are vulnerable to the same threats. 
Information acquired from these species, either through eavesdropping on signals or 
detecting other cues, is therefore likely to be particularly relevant in revealing valuable 
resources or relevant threats (Seppänen et al., 2007). Here, we focused specifically on 
eavesdropping on alarm calls among species with shared predators as a model for 
eavesdropping more broadly. Such eavesdropping is particularly revealing because 
eavesdroppers are likely to benefit by decoding the same information from signals as 
does the intended receiver. This means we can directly compare communication with 
the process of eavesdropping. 
 Eavesdropping on other species’ alarm calls is widespread and important, 
because most species are vulnerable to predators, and alarm calls potentially convey 
detailed information about danger. Many species of birds and mammals give alarm 
calls, designed primarily to warn conspecifics and deter predators (reviews: Caro, 
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2005; Klump & Shalter, 1984; Zuberbuhler, 2009). Furthermore, alarm calls can 
communicate to conspecifics detailed information about the type of predator (e.g. 
Evans, Evans, & Marler, 1993; Seyfarth, Cheney & Marler, 1980; Suzuki 2012), its 
behaviour (e.g. Gresser, 2008) and the degree of danger (e.g. Leavesley & Magrath, 
2005; Templeton, Greene, & Davis, 2005). Some species can even communicate 
simultaneously about both the type and degree of danger (Manser, 2001; Manser, Bell, 
& Fletcher, 2001). Given the value of the information, it is not surprising that many 
species eavesdrop on heterospecific alarm calls: playback experiments have 
demonstrated eavesdropping on about 70 species, which include closely and distantly 
related species (review: Magrath, Haff, Fallow, & Radford, 2015). For example, many 
birds eavesdrop on other species of birds, and mammals on mammals, but some 
mammals also eavesdrop on birds, birds on mammals, and a few lizards eavesdrop on 
birds (Fuong, 2014; review: Magrath et al., 2015). Such eavesdropping is beneficial in 
avoiding immediate danger, and also by enhancing foraging, affecting habitat use and 
facilitating learning about predators (review: Magrath et al., 2015). 
Despite the extent and benefits of eavesdropping on other species’ alarm calls, 
there are likely to be more constraints on the interception of signals during 
heterospecific eavesdropping than on signal reception during conspecific 
communication. (1) Eavesdroppers may lack species-specific perceptual 
specializations that can allow better detection of conspecific than heterospecific calls, 
or better discrimination among conspecific calls (review: Dooling, 2004). (2) 
Heterospecific calls come from more unpredictable directions and distances than 
conspecific calls from known group members, and there can be further uncertainty 
about which heterospecific calls will occur. Such uncertainty about signal properties 
reduces their detectability (review: Wiley, 2006). (3) Eavesdroppers by definition must 
intercept calls intended for others, and so do not benefit from adaptations such as 
variation in amplitude, orientation and timing of calls designed to target intended 
receivers and which may minimize the potential for eavesdropping (reviews: Brumm & 
Slabbekoorn, 2005; Dabelsteen, 2005; Yorinski & Patricelli, 2010). (4) Individuals are 
likely to be more familiar with conspecific calls, which in itself can lead to better 
discrimination (Dooling, 2005; reviews: Wiley, 2006). Furthermore, the lack of species-
specific perceptual abilities, reduced familiarity and greater uncertainty about signal 
properties are likely to mean that eavesdropping will become particularly difficult when 
signal quality or signalling conditions are poor, such as when calls are of low amplitude, 
degraded during transmission, or when there is a low signal to noise ratio. Despite the 
widespread importance of eavesdropping on alarm calls, there has been little study of 
constraints on eavesdropping, and we are aware of no study of constraints on 
eavesdropping imposed by signal attenuation or degradation. On the contrary, most 
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experimental tests of communication and eavesdropping have assessed responses to 
playbacks presented under ideal conditions for reception, using high-quality calls 
broadcast at a clearly audible amplitude. 
In this study, we compared the responses of two species of birds to their own 
and the other species’ alarm calls, including testing whether call attenuation or 
degradation exacerbated any constraints on eavesdropping. White-browed 
scrubwrens, Sericornis frontalis, and superb fairy-wrens, Malurus cyaneus, have similar 
predators, both produce multi-element aerial alarm calls given to predators in flight, and 
each responds by fleeing to cover to playback of both their own and the other species’ 
alarm calls when presented under ideal conditions (Magrath, Pitcher, & Gardner, 
2007). Furthermore, both species respond to urgency information encoded in each 
other’s calls by being more likely to flee to cover to calls indicating more immediate 
danger (Fallow & Magrath, 2010; Leavesley & Magrath, 2005). The alarm calls of the 
two species share several acoustic characteristics (Methods), but are known to be 
perceptually distinct because individuals ignore playback of the other species’ alarm 
calls when unfamiliar (Haff & Magrath, 2013; Magrath, Pitcher, & Gardner, 2009b). 
Finally, there is some evidence that fairy-wrens find eavesdropping on scrubwren 
alarms more difficult when playbacks are at lower amplitude (Magrath et al., 2007), 
although there has been no study of the effects of either attenuation or degradation on 
the response to heterospecific compared to conspecific calls. 
Our study used systematic variation in signal attenuation (reduction in 
amplitude) and signal degradation (such as the accumulation of reverberations), since 
they are the two primary ways that signals change during transmission, to compare the 
response of focal birds to conspecific and heterospecific alarm calls. We hypothesized 
that attenuated or degraded signals would prompt lower rates of fleeing to cover in 
response to heterospecific than conspecific calls, with the greatest difference occurring 
when calls were both of low amplitude and degraded. Consistent with previous work, 
the probability of fleeing to conspecific and heterospecific calls should be similar when 
they are both high amplitude and undegraded. 
 
METHODS 
Study Site and Species 
 
We studied superb fairy-wrens and white-browed scrubwrens in the Australian 
National Botanic Gardens and parks around Lake Burley Griffin in Canberra, Australia. 
The study sites were within a 4.5 km diameter, and all contained a combination of open 
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areas, often used for foraging, and dense cover, used for breeding and foraging. Most 
individuals of each species were colour-banded in the Botanic Gardens, where they are 
the subject of long-term studies (Cockburn, Osmond, Mulder, Double, & Green, 2008; 
Magrath, 2001). 
Fairy-wrens and scrubwrens are ecologically similar. They are predominantly 
ground-foraging passerines that lay their eggs between August and January (Higgins & 
Peter, 2002; Higgins, Peter, & Steele, 2001; Magrath et al., 2000). Each species holds 
breeding territories, occupied by simple pairs or cooperatively breeding groups 
including one or more male helpers (Higgins & Peter, 2002; Higgins at al. 2001). The 
mean group sizes at the study site are about 2.9 for fairy-wrens and 2.7 for scrubwrens 
(Higgins at al. 2001; Magrath & Whittingham 1997). Territories overlap between the 
species, and fairy-wren territoriality partly breaks down in the nonbreeding season, 
when birds can form transient mixed-species flocks (Higgins & Peter, 2002).  The two 
species are vulnerable to the same predators, which at the study sites include pied 
currawongs, Strepera graculina, laughing kookaburras, Dacelo novaeguineae, and 
collared sparrowhawks, Accipiter cirrocephalus (Magrath, Pitcher, & Gardner, 2009a). 
Fairy-wrens and scrubwrens produce broadly similar but distinct aerial alarm 
calls in response to flying predators. The alarm calls of both species contain a single 
type of element that is repeated one or more times and is of high frequency, short 
duration and is rapidly frequency modulated around its constant carrier frequency 
(Leavesley & Magrath 2005; Fallow & Magrath 2010; Magrath et al., 2007; Figure 1). 
Both species encode urgency in their alarm calls by increasing the number of elements 
in calls when a predator flies closer, and individuals are more likely to flee to cover 
when calls contain more elements (Fallow & Magrath, 2010; Leavesley & Magrath, 
2005). There are, however, differences in element structure between the two species’ 
alarms, which could affect detection or recognition. Fairy-wren elements have a peak 
frequency of about 9 kHz, with a single band of frequency modulation and frequency 
range of 8–11 kHz, while scrubwren elements have a peak frequency of about 7 kHz, 
with a double band of frequency modulation and frequency range of 6–11 kHz 
(Magrath et al., 2007). 
Fairy-wrens and scrubwrens eavesdrop on each other’s aerial alarm calls, but 
in some cases they are less likely to flee in response to heterospecific than conspecific 
alarms. Both species usually respond by fleeing to cover to playback of four-element 
alarm calls of their own or the other species in areas where both species occur (Fallow 
& Magrath, 2010; Magrath et al., 2007; Magrath et al., 2009a, 2009b). These multi-
element alarm calls signal that a predator is flying nearby (Fallow & Magrath, 2010; 
Leavesley & Magrath, 2005). However, fairy-wrens respond less strongly to scrubwren 
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than fairy-wren alarm calls when both contain fewer elements, which indicates less 
urgent danger (Fallow & Magrath, 2010). Furthermore, one experiment on these two 
species suggests that lowering playback amplitude might reduce the fleeing response 
to heterospecific alarm calls more than conspecific alarms (Magrath et al., 2007). 
Overall, indirect evidence suggests that more challenging conditions for reception, as 
indicated by fewer elements or lower amplitude, might make eavesdropping relatively 
more difficult. A greater difficulty of reception would increase the chance of missed 
detections or false alarms (Wiley, 2006), potentially making eavesdropping a poorer 
source of information. 
The response to each other’s aerial alarm calls appears to be due to learning 
rather than call similarity. Fairy-wrens living outside the range of scrubwrens do not 
respond to playback of scrubwren alarms (Magrath et al., 2009b), and scrubwren 
fledglings appear to have to learn to respond to fairy-wren alarms in contrast to an 
unlearned response to conspecific alarms (Haff & Magrath, 2013). This suggests that 
the aerial alarm calls of the two species are perceptually distinct, and any innate 
response to conspecific calls does not generalize to the other species’ calls. 
 
Overview of Playback Design 
 
We compared the response of both fairy-wrens and scrubwrens to aerial alarm 
playbacks that differed by signaller species, amplitude (representing attenuation) and 
degradation. Each of these variables had two states: (1) playback alarms were from a 
fairy-wren or scrubwren; (2) amplitude was medium or low; and (3) alarms were 
undegraded or degraded. The experiment had a 2x2x2 design, and each of the eight 
treatments was replicated on 15 groups of each species, and the experiment also 
included the contact call of a harmless parrot as a neutral control. In total there were 
therefore 240 playbacks of alarm calls and 30 control playbacks to 15 groups of each 
species. 
 
Preparation of Alarms for Playback 
 
We constructed four-element aerial alarms of each species, for which the 
normal response is immediate flight to cover. Each call was made by repeating a single 
element with a between-element interval of 45 ms, which is within the natural range of 
interelement intervals for both species (Haff & Magrath, 2010). Recordings were each 
obtained from separate individuals in previous years, to avoid pseudoreplication and 
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familiarity with specific individuals. We used only high-quality recordings with a good 
signal to noise ratio, minimal background noise and low levels of reverberation. 
Recordings were made at the study sites using Sennheiser ME66 or ME67 directional 
microphones and Marantz PMD670 recorders sampling at 44.1 kHz and 16 bits, and 
playback files were kept in that format. Calls were prompted using life-sized, gliding 
model sparrowhawks or currawongs, and recorded with a clear line of sight from 4 to 7 
m, using methods described in detail elsewhere (Magrath et al., 2007; Magrath et al., 
2009a). We created 15 unique alarm calls for each species, so that each group within a 
species received a unique exemplar during the playback experiment. Playback files 
were high-pass filtered at 4.5 kHz to remove low-frequency background sound. Fifteen 
unique crimson rosella, Platycercus elegans, bell contact calls, recorded from different 
individuals at the study site with similar equipment, were used as controls but filtered at 
1 kHz because they can contain low-frequency elements (Magrath et al., 2009a). We 
used parrot contact calls rather than focal species’ nonalarm calls so that the control 
was equally neutral for each species. Playbacks were prepared on computer using 
Raven Pro 1.3 (Charif, Waack, & Strickman, 2008) and Cool Edit Pro 1.2 (Syntillium 
Software, Phoenix, AZ, U.S.A.). 
We prepared medium- and low-amplitude versions of each alarm playback. 
Medium- amplitude playbacks had an average element amplitude of 58 dB at 5 m, 
compared with 49 dB for low-amplitude playbacks. The medium amplitude is about the 
mean amplitude of calls in the wild (fairy-wren ± SD = 56.5 ± 4.8 dB, scrubwren ± SD = 
58.4 ± 7.0 dB  recorded from 4 to 7 m from the caller; Magrath et al., 2007). The low-
amplitude playback is about 1.5 SD below the mean, and in pilot trials we found a 
reduced probability of responding to conspecific playbacks, implying it is more 
challenging to detect or recognize. Playback amplitudes were measured in Raven 1.3 
(Charif et al., 2008) after re-recording sounds from the field playback equipment, and 
calibrated against a long-duration sound playback of known amplitude, measured 
simultaneously with a sound level meter. Files were then adjusted on computer so that 
broadcast elements were within 1 dB of target amplitudes. Alarm call elements 
themselves were too short to measure with a sound level meter directly, and the same 
method of amplitude measurement was used for natural calls and preparation of 
playbacks. 
We used undegraded and degraded versions of each alarm call in playback 
experiments.  The ‘undegraded’ version was simply the original recording prepared for 
playback. These calls were recorded under very good conditions, as described above, 
and contained minimal degradation. The ‘degraded’ call was prepared by re-recording 
playbacks that had been broadcast through 15 m of dense, natural vegetation. We 
chose 15 m because callers at that distance could be unseen but close enough that an 
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alarm call is relevant for a fast-moving, flying predator. Furthermore, an alarm that is 58 
dB at 5 m from the bird would be about 49 dB at 15 m, assuming only geometric 
spreading (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). This means that the level of attenuation 
and degradation were commensurate. Playbacks were carried out using a Roland 
Edirol R-09 HR digital playback and recording device, connected to a custom amplifier 
and Response Dome tweeter speaker (frequency response 1.5–20 kHz) mounted on a 
tripod. Re-recording used a Sennheiser ME66 microphone and Marantz PMD671 
sampling at 44.1 kHz and 16 bits. The speaker and microphone pointed at each other 
from either side of 15 m of vegetation, and re-recordings avoided conspicuous 
background sounds. 
 
Field Playback Methods 
 
We carried out playbacks to 15 groups of fairy-wrens and 15 groups of 
scrubwrens between October 2009 and January 2010, the mid to late breeding season. 
We followed our standard protocol for testing response to aerial alarm calls (e.g. 
Magrath et al. 2007; Fallow & Magrath 2010). In brief, the playback equipment, 
consisting of the tweeter speaker, custom amplifier and Edirol playback device, was 
mounted around the observer’s waist, and birds were followed from a distance of 5–10 
m. Birds were observed for 5 min of undisturbed feeding before a playback to ensure 
there were no heterospecifics within 10 m and there were no predators nearby. The 
birds are accustomed to people, including researchers observing them, and the 
observer was still during the playback itself. We avoided habituation to playbacks by 
playing back only one alarm from each species to a focal group on a given day, 
separated by at least 5 min of undisturbed foraging to ensure birds had returned to 
baseline behaviour, but otherwise treatment order was randomized for each focal 
group. Playbacks were carried out when the focal bird, the closest member of the 
group, was foraging on the ground at least 0.5 m from cover and the observer was 
about 8 m away (mean ± SD = 8.1 ± 0.9 m). 
We scored the focal bird’s immediate and subsequent responses to playback. 
The primary immediate response was scored as fleeing to cover, the normal response 
to aerial alarm calls, or not doing so. However, we also scored behaviours that 
potentially revealed whether or not fleeing was a decision, perhaps based on 
assessment of risk, or simply a failure to detect or recognize calls. These additional 
immediate responses were startling (leaping or flying a short distance), vigilance 
(looking around for more than 1 s) or no response (continuing to forage). Finally, we 
scored the duration of time a focal individual that had fled remained in cover before re-
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emerging to feed. As in previous work we used the social group as the unit of 
experimentation and analysis, with the closest bird being the one scored, because 
birds often moved and responded together. Groups were identified by colour bands in 
the Botanic Garden, and spatial location elsewhere. 
 
Ethical Note 
 
Our research was designed to minimize any stress to the birds. Any one group 
of birds received a maximum of two alarm call playbacks in a day (one from each 
species), and up to eight in total over 4 days. These rates of exposure to alarm calls 
are considerably lower than natural rates at the study site, where both fairy-wrens and 
scrubwrens call regularly (approximately 5 calls/h for fairy-wrens and 3 for scrubwrens; 
Magrath et al., 2009a). Individuals that fled after playback usually remained in cover for 
less than 20 s, and so lost little foraging time. The study was carried out under permits 
from the Australian National University Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee, 
Australian National Botanic Gardens, Environment ACT and the Australian Bird and 
Bat Banding Scheme. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
 
Responses were analysed using generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with 
focal group identity as the random term, while time in cover was analysed using 
generalized linear models (GLM). We built two GLMMs, one to analyse the primary 
aerial alarm response, the probability of fleeing to cover versus not doing so, and 
another to measure the probability of any response (flee, startle or scan versus no 
response). We modelled the binomial probability of responses using a logit link 
function, and the sample size was from the full experiment (N = 240 playbacks of alarm 
calls). For the analysis of the time spent in cover, we included those birds that fled to 
cover and for which we were able to measure the amount of time they spent in cover 
(N = 73 flights, across 14 groups of each species). Since the data for time spent in 
cover was overdispersed count data, we used a GLM with quasi-Poisson distribution 
and a log link. We also tested group as a fixed term but it was not significant, and on 
most days there was only one response from a group involving time in cover. We first 
fitted full models that included receiver species, whether the playback was from a 
heterospecific or conspecific, call amplitude and call degradation as factors. For 
GLMMs we used the R package lme4 1.1-7 (Bates et al., 2014), and for GLMs we used 
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the ‘glm’ function in R 3.1.1 (R Core Team, 2014). Model selection initially included all 
terms and interactions, followed by removal of nonsignificant interactions and terms. 
For GLMMs we removed those based upon the change in deviance and evaluated 
significance using the ‘anova’ function. For GLMs we removed one at a time the least 
significant interaction or term using t values (cutoff: P > 0.05). Specific values quoted 
are for the final model, for significant effects, or at the stage the term was dropped, for 
nonsignificant effects. Since no bird responded to the control playbacks, these were 
excluded from both models. We present predicted means from the final models with 
SEs. All analysis was performed using R 3.1.1 (R Core Team, 2014).  
 
RESULTS 
 
There was an overall lower probability of fleeing to heterospecific than 
conspecific calls (Table 1); although consistent with results from previous studies, each 
species usually fled to cover to both conspecific and heterospecific alarm calls when 
broadcast at average natural amplitude (Fig. 2). We found no significant difference in 
fleeing by fairy-wrens and scrubwrens to playbacks, either as a main effect or in any 
interaction (Table 1), so receiver species is not considered further. 
Overall, attenuation usually reduced the probability of fleeing to playback, and 
there was a combined effect of attenuation and degradation that depended on whether 
the playback was from a conspecific or heterospecific (Table 1, Fig. 2). If the call was 
from a conspecific, there was no effect of degradation, and attenuation reduced fleeing 
to degraded and undegraded calls equally. However, if the playback was from a 
heterospecific, the effect of attenuation depended on degradation. For undegraded 
calls, attenuation caused a reduction in fleeing, similar to that for conspecific calls, but 
for degraded calls attenuation did not affect fleeing. Instead, the probability of fleeing 
remained at a constant, lower level (Fig. 2). 
Birds usually showed some response to playbacks, even if they did not flee, but 
they were more likely to show no response at all to heterospecific or attenuated alarm 
calls (Table 2, Figure 3). In this case the measure of response included both fleeing 
and the less intense and specific responses of startling and scanning. There was, 
however, no effect of degradation, either alone or in interaction with other variables 
(Table 2). These results show that some birds detected but did not flee to alarm calls, 
but also imply that heterospecific and attenuated calls are less easy to detect or 
recognize. 
Call attenuation reduced the time spent in cover, for those birds that fled, but 
we detected no other effects on time in cover (Table 3, Fig. 4). Individuals that fled in 
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response to low-amplitude calls spent only about half the time in cover as those that 
fled to medium calls (predicted means: medium ± SE: 21.1 ± 4.0 s; low: 11.17 ± 2.6 s; 
attenuation: t1 = 2.8, P = 0.007; Table 3, Fig. 4). By contrast, time in cover was 
unaffected by whether the call was from a heterospecific or whether it was degraded, 
and there were no significant interactions (Table 3).  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Our results provide partial support for the idea that eavesdropping on 
heterospecific signals is harder than receiving alarm calls from conspecifics, in part 
because of signal attenuation and degradation. Birds were less likely to flee to cover 
when ‘eavesdropping’ on heterospecific calls, suggesting that these signals are more 
difficult than conspecific calls to detect or recognize. Furthermore, the effect of signal 
amplitude and degradation depended on whether the call was from a conspecific or 
heterospecific.  For individuals receiving conspecific alarm calls, degradation did not 
affect the probability of fleeing, but a reduction in amplitude led to a reduction in fleeing. 
By contrast, for these same individuals ‘eavesdropping’ on heterospecific calls, 
degradation prompted a lower probability of fleeing that was independent of amplitude, 
whereas fleeing to undegraded calls declined with amplitude as expected. The 
degradation of heterospecific calls therefore led to an atypical response that might 
reflect constraints on signal reception. We suggest that alarm call degradation had little 
effect on conspecific communication because listeners use specific acoustic features 
that are resistant to degradation. By contrast, it may be harder to cope with 
heterospecific call degradation in part because individuals must learn to recognize 
specific call variants. Alarm call amplitude could affect response because it might 
encode information on urgency in addition to making call reception difficult. 
Call amplitude had the greatest single effect on the response, probably in part 
because it affected detection or recognition.  A reduction in amplitude of alarm calls led 
to both a lower probability of fleeing to cover and, to a lesser extent, a lower probability 
of any response at all. Birds that showed no response probably did not detect the calls, 
given that aerial alarm calls signal fast-moving predators and so should be salient, 
although there is nothing known about the hearing thresholds of either species. Those 
that responded but did not flee might not have recognized them as aerial alarm calls, or 
might have chosen not to flee. Reliably discriminating similar sounds requires a higher 
amplitude then mere detection (reviews: Dooling, 2004; Wiley, 2006), so playbacks 
may have been detected but not recognized as alarm calls. Neurophysiological tests 
and operant conditioning under controlled conditions will be necessary to measure 
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hearing ability and assess the importance of the detection and discrimination on 
response (review: Dooling, 2004; e.g. Lohr, Wright, & Dooling, 2003). 
The reduced response to attenuated calls is likely be due in part to a choice not 
to flee, and not entirely to constraints on reception. In particular, low-amplitude calls 
might indicate lower risk and a reduced need to flee. Previous studies reveal that 
scrubwrens and fairy-wrens both show a graded response to alarm calls according to 
the level of danger signalled. Scrubwrens are more likely to flee when aerial alarm calls 
contain more elements, signalling that the predator is closer (Leavesley & Magrath, 
2005). Similarly, fairy-wrens are more likely to flee, or spend more time in cover, to 
alarm calls signalling greater danger (Fallow & Magrath, 2010). In both these cases, 
alarm calls appear to be detectable and recognizable, but signal different levels of 
danger and so prompt different responses. In the current study, birds were less likely to 
flee and spent less time in cover in response to attenuated calls, suggesting that low-
amplitude calls might signal reduced danger. Furthermore, they often responded to 
low-amplitude calls by startling or scanning, but not fleeing; for example, about 90% of 
birds showed some response to attenuated conspecific calls, but only 45% fled to 
cover. The possibility that call amplitude indicates risk remains to be tested, but 
amplitude is known to encode information in other forms of acoustic communication 
(e.g. song signalling male quality, Brumm & Ritschard, 2011; begging calls signalling 
nestling need, Leonard & Horn, 2001a, 2001b), and has been suggested to encode 
information on danger in alarm calls (Leger, Owings, & Boal, 1979). It is also possible 
that a low-amplitude call is interpreted as originating from further away, which itself 
might indicate lower risk to the listener. However, greater call degradation can also 
indicate greater distance (Naguib & Wiley, 2001), and yet there was no effect of 
degradation on responses to conspecific alarm calls. This suggests that there may be 
little decline in risk over the caller distances simulated in the experiment, perhaps 
because aerial alarm calls indicate fast-moving, flying predators that in this case the 
listener cannot localize. 
Degradation had no overall effect on response, and no detectable effect at all 
for individuals receiving conspecific playbacks. This seems puzzling because high-
pitched aerial alarm calls appear designed for short-distance communication (reviews: 
Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011; Caro, 2005; Klump & Shalter, 1984), and both fairy-
wren and scrubwren aerial alarms have rapid frequency and amplitude modulation, so 
that their fine structure is vulnerable to degradation through reverberation (Wiley, 1991; 
Wiley & Richards, 1982). We suggest that the solution to this puzzle is that conspecific 
receivers attend to specific acoustic features that are relatively invulnerable to 
degradation. In support of this idea, fairy-wrens attend primarily to peak frequency, the 
frequency at which amplitude is greatest, when deciding whether to flee (Fallow, 
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Gardner, & Magrath, 2011; Fallow, Pitcher, & Magrath, 2013), and peak frequency is 
also resistant to degradation and little affected by reverberation (e.g. Wiley, 1991; 
Wiley & Richards, 1982). Superb fairy-wrens fled to several unfamiliar heterospecific 
alarm calls that had peak frequencies similar to conspecifics, regardless of other 
acoustic features such as the presence of frequency modulation (Fallow et al., 2011). 
Similarly, with playbacks using synthetic alarm calls generated on computer, peak 
frequency prompts fleeing to cover often independent of other acoustic features (Fallow 
et al., 2013). Both studies also show that the time spent in cover after fleeing increases 
if calls are also similar to those of conspecifics in the rate of frequency modulation. 
Antipredator response is therefore a two-stage process, involving immediate flight 
prompted by peak frequency, followed by hiding affected by detailed acoustic structure. 
An initial response based on a simple, relatively undegradable, feature makes adaptive 
sense in escaping immediate threat. 
Our results suggest that there are constraints on heterospecific eavesdropping. 
First, both species were less likely to show any response, or to flee to cover, to 
heterospecific than conspecific calls, suggesting constraints on detection or 
recognition. Second, the probability of fleeing was affected by an interaction between 
attenuation, degradation and caller species. When heterospecific alarm calls were 
undegraded, the probability of fleeing declined with amplitude, as was the case when 
responding to conspecific alarm calls. However, when heterospecific calls were 
degraded, amplitude did not affect fleeing rates, but instead birds responded similarly 
to low-amplitude conspecific calls. The single main difference was that degradation of 
heterospecific alarm calls caused a low rate of fleeing even to higher-amplitude 
playbacks: birds fled about 80% of the time to conspecific and undegraded 
heterospecific calls, but they did so to only 47% of degraded heterospecific calls. This 
implies a constraint on call recognition, not detection. In support of this conclusion, 
about 90% of birds showed at least some response to higher-amplitude heterospecific 
playbacks despite half not fleeing. It seems likely, therefore, that individuals were less 
able to recognize degraded heterospecific calls, and we suggest that this is because 
they must learn and respond to the overall features of heterospecific calls, rather than 
relying on peak frequency as they do for conspecific calls. For example, fairy-wrens 
always flee to normal New Holland honeyeater, Phylidonyris novaehollandae, aerial 
alarm calls, but rarely fled when the calls were played backwards, which altered call 
structure but not peak frequency or audibility (Magrath et al., 2009b). Similarly, 
synthetic calls with honeyeater call structure but fairy-wren peak frequency provoke 
about 45% of birds to flee, again showing that acoustic structure of heterospecific calls, 
and not just peak frequency, affects response (Fallow et al., 2013). Other bird species 
have greater difficulty discriminating heterospecific than conspecific calls (Benney & 
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Braaten, 2000; Lohr et al., 2003). The reduced probability of fleeing to easily audible 
but degraded heterospecific calls therefore implies constraints on the opportunity to 
learn to recognize the full variation of call structure. 
Unusual combinations of amplitude and degradation might similarly affect 
response to heterospecific calls. If birds learn overall features of heterospecific calls 
including natural combinations of amplitude and degradation, rather than relying on 
peak frequency to prompt fleeing as they do for conspecific calls, then odd 
combinations of amplitude and degradation might provoke less fleeing. Odd 
combinations include calls with the amplitude of a nearby individual but the degradation 
of a distant individual, or calls with the amplitude of a distant individual but the 
degradation of a nearby one. These unusual combinations of attenuation and 
degradation could be unfamiliar to eavesdroppers, and familiarity has been shown to 
be important for successful signal reception (Wiley, 2006). For example, European 
starlings, Sturnus vulgaris, are more successful at compensating for masking noise 
when they are more familiar with the song (Seeba & Klump, 2009). This interpretation 
would account for the low probability of fleeing in response to degraded medium-
amplitude calls (above), and the relatively low fleeing to low-amplitude but undegraded 
calls (Fig. 2).  
We think it likely that scrubwrens and fairy-wrens simply eavesdrop on each 
other’s calls, as we have assumed, rather than communicate with each other. First, 
both species are found primarily in conspecific rather than heterospecific groups, even 
though they do have breeding territories that overlap with the other species and can 
form transient mixed-species groups (see above). Second, both species respond as 
strongly to ecologically different heterospecific species with which they do not form 
mixed-species groups. For example, both species flee to playback of New Holland 
honeyeater aerial alarm calls, as do fairy-wrens to noisy miner, Manorina 
melanocephala, alarms (Magrath et al., 2009a; Magrath & Bennett, 2012). Even if 
scrubwrens and fairy-wrens did communicate with each other, we would predict that 
heterospecific receivers would endure most of the constraints suffered by 
heterospecific eavesdroppers compared to conspecific receivers. Compared to 
receiving calls from conspecifics, heterospecific receivers may lack perceptual 
specializations, have to receive calls from less predictable locations and distances, 
have lower familiarity with calls, and have to learn to recognize these calls. 
In conclusion, there appear to be constraints on eavesdropping even between 
two species with similar ecology and alarm-calling systems. Fairy-wrens and 
scrubwrens generally respond similarly to their own and the other species’ alarm calls 
(Magrath et al., 2007; Magrath et al., 2009a, 2009b), and even respond appropriately to 
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information on the degree of danger encoded in the other species’ calls (Fallow & 
Magrath, 2010). They therefore gain important and detailed information on danger from 
the other species. However, we detected greater constraints on both detection and 
recognition of heterospecific than conspecific calls, implying constraints on 
eavesdropping. We suggest that such constraints are likely to be even greater for 
species with more distinct ecology and alarm calls, and urge similar studies on a 
variety of species so that we have a better understanding of constraints on information 
flow in natural communities. 
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Table 1. Table of statistical values for the independent terms from a GLMM model of 
whether a bird fled in response to an alarm playback or not 
 
Flee versus not flee    SE   Z   P 
Final model terms 
  Heterospecific 0.65 -3.0 0.003
  Attenuation 0.65 -3.0 0.003
  Degradation 0.68 0.68 0.50
  Heterospecific versus 
attenuation 
0.85 2.4 0.014
  Heterospecific versus 
degradation 
0.91 2.1 0.034
  Attenuation versus degradation 0.87 0.17 0.87
  Three-way interaction 1.2 -2.3 0.024
 
Dropped terms 
  Receiver species 1.0 0.38 0.11
  Receiver species, two-way ~1.2 <1.6 0.11-0.86
  Receiver species, three-way ~1.2 <0.64 0.13-0.80
The terms in the model include: heterospecific, whether the broadcast alarm was from 
a conspecific or a heterospecific; attenuation, whether the amplitude was medium or 
low; degradation, whether the alarm was undegraded or degraded; receiver species, 
the species to which the alarm was broadcast. Dropped values are reported as their 
final value before being dropped from the model; where there are multiple values their 
range is indicated.  
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Table 2. Table of statistical values for the independent terms from a GLMM model of 
whether a focal bird showed any response (flee, startle or scan) or whether they failed 
to respond at all 
 
Response versus none     SE   Z   P 
Final model terms  
  Heterospecific 0.42 -3.3 0.001 
  Attenuation 0.42 -3.3 0.001 
  
Dropped terms  
  Degradation 0.38 0.19 0.85 
  Receiver species 0.39 -1.7 0.092 
  Two-way interactions ~0.87 <1.1 0.26-0.86 
  Three-way interactions ~1.8 <0.53 0.60-1.0 
The terms in the model include: heterospecific, whether the broadcast alarm was from 
a conspecific or a heterospecific; attenuation, whether the amplitude was medium or 
low; degradation, whether the alarm was undegraded or degraded; receiver species, 
the species to which the alarm was broadcast. Dropped values are reported as their 
final value before being dropped from the model; where there are multiple values their 
range is indicated.  
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Table 3. Statistical values from a GLM model of how long a bird spent in cover after 
fleeing in response to an alarm playback 
 
Time to cover   SE   t    P 
Final model terms  
  Attenuation 0.21 -3.0 0.003
  
Dropped terms  
  Heterospecific  0.19 0.36 0.72
  Degradation 0.19 0.021 0.98
  Target species 0.19 1.4 0.16
  Group <1.1 <1.7 >0.05
  Interactions <0.93 <1.32 0.19-0.99
 
The terms in the model include: heterospecific, whether the broadcast alarm was from 
a conspecific or a heterospecific; attenuation, whether the amplitude was medium or 
low; degradation, whether the alarm was undegraded or degraded; and group, which of 
the 30 groups of birds received the playback. Interactions include all two-way and 
three-way interactions between the described terms. For each dropped term we include 
their last value or range before they were dropped from the model. 
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Figure 1. The waveform and spectrogram of a single aerial alarm call element of (a) an 
undegraded scrubwren alarm, (b) an undegraded fairy-wren alarm, (c) a degraded 
scrubwren alarm and (d) a degraded fairy-wren alarm. The waveform shows the 
amplitude of the sound on a linear scale on the y-axis. The depicted calls are examples 
from the playback experiment. 
 
Figure 2. The proportion of birds that fled in response to playbacks of (a) conspecific 
and (b) heterospecific aerial alarm calls of different amplitude and degradation. Bars 
show the model-predicted means from the GLMM with SE. Black circles show the 
observed means. All results show combined means for fairy-wrens and scrubwrens as 
there were no significant differences in their response even when accounting for 
interactions. 
 
Figure 3. The proportion of birds showing any response to conspecific and 
heterospecific aerial alarm calls according to signal amplitude. Any response includes 
fleeing to cover, startling or scanning. Bars show the model-predicted means from the 
GLMM with SE. Black circles show the observed means. 
 
Figure 4. The amount of time that birds spent in cover after fleeing according to the 
amplitude of playback of aerial alarm calls. Bars show the model-predicted means of 
the GLM with SE. Black circles show the observed means. 
 
 
 
